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Springfest
rioter to
spend seven
months in jail
By TYLER MCAVOY
The Breeze

LONDONCALLING
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162 Marching Royal Dukes played in their first New Year’s Day Parade in London

By MALISSA WATTERSON
The Breeze

In spite of the harsh, snowstorms that cancelled numerous flights, the Marching Royal
Dukes crossed the pond in time to make their
first performance in London’s annual New Year’s
Day Parade.
This year’s th annual parade featured more
than , performers from all over the world
and attracted more than , spectators.
The MRDs were one of the three collegiate
bands among the  marching bands from across
the United States that performed. Out of the 
band members from JMU,  traveled to England to participate in their fifth tour abroad.
“The MRDs, as always, did an incredible job in
the parade,” said Scott Rikkers, the band’s director who traveled with the group. “We were the
first band in the parade and certainly the largest
by almost  members.”
Originally, the band members were scheduled
to depart the U.S. on Dec. , visit Paris until Dec.
 and then head over to London where they
would stay until Jan. .
But as a result of the severe winter storms
that struck the Northeast,  band members
had their flights cancelled and weren’t able to
travel to Paris.
Danielle Halsey, a junior media arts and
design major who has played in the mellophone
section for the last three years, was one of several
members who left two days after her scheduled
departure.
According to Halsey, Rikkers and the  other
band staff members communicated with travel
agents and parade organizers throughout each
day, diligently trying to rebook flights and ensure

see RIOT, page 4

Professor gets
two years for
second DWI
PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN GIORDANO

According to band director Scott Rikkers, the MRDs were the largest band to march in the two-mile
parade by about 100 members. Band members visited Paris and historic London landmarks such as
Parliament and Big Ben.

that everyone made it to London by Dec. .
“I think it speaks volumes to the type of people we have in our program,” said Halsey of the
combined persistence of Rikkers and band staff
members. “They really cared about making sure
we got to do the parade.”
At : p.m. on Dec. , Halsey, Rikkers and

several other members boarded the last direct
flight to London from JFK airport in New York.
Beginning at noon on Jan. , Halsey and her
fellow band members began the long awaited
march on Picadilly Street, the famous avenue
see BAND, page 18

UNIVERSITY NEWS

Board of Visitors approves summer tuition hike
By TYLER MCAVOY
The Breeze

Tuition rates will rise again, at least
for summer school.
JMU’s Board of Visitors approved a
 percent increase in summer rates for
Virginia residents on Friday.
Out of state residents also received a
five percent increase in summer tuition
costs. The tuition increase will affect the
upcoming  summer classes.
As compared to  rates, Virginia
undergraduates will have to pay $
per credit hour rather than $ last
year. Out of state undergraduates will
face $ per credit hour rather than
$ last year.
Charlie King, vice president for
administration and finance, said the
tuition increase is needed to offset a
“loss” of  federal stimulus dollars.
“This $ million produces a cliff
effect for us,” King told the Board. “We
have this money this year, and next year
it’ll go away.”
According to King, JMU now ranks th
in summer tuition cost among  public

Board of Visitors
also approved
 $950,000 to shrink Newman Lake

due to failing a dam inspection

 2011-2012 budget amendments
 $2.3 million to open the new

student health center in North
campus

New summer
tuition rates





Commonwealth’s Attorney
Marsha Garst is making good on
her promise of prosecuting those
charged from last April’s Springfest
riot to the full extent of the law.
Japheth E.
Rawls IV, ,
a former JMU
student who
transferred to
Old Dominion
University for
the fall 
semester,
pleaded guilty
Japheth E. Rawls IV, Tu e s d a y i n
Rockingham
22, was sentenced
County Cirto 360 days in
cuit Court to
jail, with 140 days
suspended and one two amended
charges: misyear probation.
demeanor
assault and misdemeanor participating in a riot.
Rawls was sentenced to  days
in jail, with  days suspended and
one year probation in result of the
guilty plea agreement. Rawls’ most
serious charge, assaulting a police
officer, was dropped from the case
due to the plea agreement. Assaulting a police officer is a class  felony
and can be punished by a maximum
of five years in prison.
Dressed in a gray suit and tie and
dabbing away tears with a tissue as
the trial began, Rawls listened to
Judge James Lane list off the charges with the maximum penalties for
each.
“You understand prosecution has
enough evidence to follow through
with a conviction?” Lane asked
Rawls.
Rawls replied, “Yes sir, I do.”
Prosecutors from the commonwealth attorney’s office explained
that officers had seen Rawls throw
glass bottles at the crowd and at the

2010 in-state tuition was $243
2011 in-state tuition is $272
2010 out-of-state tuition was $719
2011 out-of-state is $755

universities in Virginia. Kiplinger’s Personal Finance ranked JMU th best
overall value among public universities
nationwide, moving up two spots from
last year’s st ranking.
“We’re about middle of the pack
for Virginia schools, which is a good

place for us,” said Jerry Benson, interim
provost and senior vice president for
academic affairs.
Elizabeth Lodal, a member of the
Board of Visitors and the Virginia
commissioner on the Education Commission of the States, dissented to the
proposal during the meeting.
“If you multiply that figure by  or ,
and that’s a significant increase,” Lodal
said. “Percentage-wise, I don’t understand the need to increase in-state
tuition so much.”
According to King, the percentage
difference between the two hikes isn’t
as important as the “aggregate dollar,”
or how much additional revenue the
university will receive from the tuition
increase. Though the percentages may
be different, the actual dollar increase
is similar: out of state students will pay
an extra $, in-state students will pay
an extra $ per credit.
Distance learning courses, such as
those offered by community colleges that award JMU credit, will also be
increased for summer . In-state
undergraduates will pay $ per credit

hour as compared to last year’s $,
while out of state undergraduates will
pay $ as opposed to last year’s $.
According to The Washington Post,
Virginia’s state tuition increases have
become customary for colleges in the
last decade, and generally are up  percent to  percent per year.
Some schools, such as Virginia Commonwealth University, have increased
tuition above the state’s average rates to
offset losses incurred by a lack of stimulus bill and state funding. VCU has come
under fire for the tuition hike, according
to documents provided by JMU Office of
Public Affairs.
Last year, VCU increased its regular
session tuition by  percent, or $,,
resulting in having $ million of state
funding, nearly half the revenue from
the tuition increase, withheld by Gov.
Bob McDonnell in December.
“Compared to other schools, we offer
a great product, at a dirt cheap price,”
King said.
CONTACT Tyler McAvoy at
mcavoytl@dukes.jmu.edu.

By AMANDA CASKEY
and DREW BEGGS
The Breeze

Psychology professor Sherry L.
Serdikoff was convicted of two DWIs
within five years (Va. Sec. Code .) on Dec.  and was sentenced
to  months
in jail and
a revoked
license for
seven years,
according
to Rockingham County
Circut Court
records.
Psychology professor
Serdikoff ’s
first charge
Sherry Serdikoff
in the case
pleaded guilty to
came on
her second DWI and
Feb. , ,
received two years
when she
in jail.
was arrested
and charged with driving after forfeiture of license, refusing to take a
breathalyzer test and a DWI, according to online court records. On April
, , she pleaded guilty to a DWI
and was sentenced to a suspended
license until April , .
At her hearing on June , ,
Serdikoff was referred to the Rockingham Circuit Court. On Dec. ,
she pleaded guilty in the circuit court
to refusing a breathalyzer test, driving with a revoked license without
endangerment and a second DWI
within five years. She was sentenced
to  months in jail and her license
was revoked for seven years.
Currently, Serdikoff is still
employed by JMU, according to university spokesman Don Egle.
“The university has a process
in place to deal with situations,”
Egle said. “If there is conduct that
needs to be dealt with, there are
policy procedures to deal with
that. We are aware of some elements of this ongoing situation.”

see DWI, page 4
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RICHMOND, Va. — Gov.
Robert McDonnell will unveil a
proposal Wednesday to close 332
state-owned liquor stores and
replace them with 1,000 private
Published Monday and Thursday mornings, retail outlets - a scaled-back verThe Breeze is distributed throughout
sion of a plan he has pushed for
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Comments and months to end Virginia’s monopoly on the sale of distilled spirits.
complaints should be addressed to Katie
Thisdell, editor.
Under the proposal, the state
is expected to reap at least $200
Individual copies of The Breeze are free,
but multiple copies can be purchased at
million up front for the sale of
The Breeze office.
new liquor licenses and $13.1
million more than it now collects
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
each year in profits and taxes
KATIE THISDELL
at Alcoholic Beverage Control
breezeeditor@gmail.com
stores, according to the governor’s office.
NEWS DESK
McDonnell, R, failed to get
breezenews@gmail.com
support for his original proposal to privatize all aspects of
LIFE DESK
the 77-year-old liquor system,
breezearts@gmail.com
including wholesale, distribution
and retail operations. He hopes
SPORTS DESK
his new retail-only proposal will
breezesports@gmail.com
be more favorably received by

a divided General Assembly,
which will return to Richmond
Wednesday.
“He’s reconfigured the thing.
It’s pretty simplistic,” said Sen.
John Watkins, R-Chesterfield,
who will sponsor the bill in the
Senate. “If you’re going to reduce
the size of government, this is a
natural.”
McDonnell hopes to blunt the
criticisms of his plan from Democrats and some Republicans,
who worried his original proposal would have brought in $47
million less each year than the
current system. The scaled-back
plan would be more profitable
to the state each year but would
also mean just $200 million in
upfront cash from the sale of the
retail operations - $300 million
less than McDonnell had hoped
to bring in and allocate for roads.
Democrats are still unlikely to
greet the proposal warmly. Late
Tuesday, Sen. Chapman Petersen, D-Fairfax, said he would
have to examine the governor’s
proposal more closely but added
that he continues to have concerns about increasing access
to hard alcohol by tripling the
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Gov. McDonnell
to unveil Va.
liquor store plans

Sunday
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number of stores that sell it.
“We’d be taking a state asset
that’s been producing revenue
for years, that’s generally well
known, and effectively we’d be
selling off half of it, for what?” he
said. “To capture $200 million,
which is frankly a small piece
of change in the big scheme of
things?”
The General Assembly will
convene in Richmond at noon
for a 46-day session to consider
thousands of proposed bills and
offer amendments to the state’s
two-year, $78 billion budget.
In the opening days, Saturday’s Arizona shooting will weigh
heavily on legislators’ minds.
Del. Patrick Hope, D-Arlington, introduced a bill to ban
firearms from the state Capitol and the General Assembly
Building. But it will likely face
stiff opposition in the legislature,
where conservative members
often seek to loosen, not tighten,
gun rules.

Larceny

n On Monday, an employee

reported the theft of
$253 worth of clothing
and personal items in
Wampler Hall.
n On Jan. 4, a JMU
employee reported the
theft of $80 worth of
milk from a vending
machine in Wilson Hall.
n On Dec. 20, a JMU
employee reported the
theft of a directional
arrow from an elevator
in Wilson Hall valued at
$25.
n On Dec. 17, a JMU
employee reported the
theft of $60 from a
wallet left unsecured in
a Gibbons Hall locker
room.

Alcohol and Drugs

reported damage to
the quarter panel of
a vehicle in the I Lot,
resulting in $120 worth
of damage.
n On Dec. 14, a JMU
employee reported $200
worth of damage to a
construction vehicle in
the K Lot.

n On Jan. 9, a student

n On Jan. 9, five students

Property Damage
n On Jan. 7, a JMU

employee reported $500
worth of damage to a
stone wall on Mason and
Grace Streets.

were charged with
possession of marijuana
in Gifford Hall.
n On Jan. 9, a student was
charged with possession
of marijuana and a drug
violation in Dingledine
Hall.
n On Dec. 16, a student
was charged with drunk
in public in the P Lot.
n On Dec. 15, a student
was charged with
underage possession on
Putter Court.
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IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you do not exactly fit the
Capricorn mold, and it may often seem
to others — and to you as well — that you
are in some way filling shoes that were
not made for you. What this means, of
course, is that you will spend much of
your life in a determined search for self
— for that part of you that is uniquely and
definitively you in every way.
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Leave it to Florida
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Snow dusted the city as students completed their second day of classes on Tuesday. The Associated
Press reported that 49 of 50 states experienced snowfall on Tuesday, including Hawaii, but not Florida.
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CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You may actually
find yourself ahead
of the game before long, but
that’s no reason to slow down or
sacrifice efficiency.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
You and a friend
or loved one are
certainly not seeing things eye to
eye, and one of you will have to
come around quickly.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Others are likely to
gravitate toward
you for reasons that are not
overly apparent to you at first.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
It may take more
time than you’ve
allotted to sort out the bits of
information coming your way.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
A slight error
early in the day is
likely to have farreaching consequences that are
not easy to reverse.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Your suggestions
may not be reaching
those who really need them at
this time, but don’t stop offering
them just yet.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Messages back and
forth between loved
ones must not become overly
heated in any way; keep things
from boiling over if you can.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Nothing you can do
is going to avoid
or solve every problem, but you
can show others what it means to
take a stand.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Keep to your
schedule; you made
it for a reason, after all. Others
may not understand your current
mania for going by the book.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Focus on that
which keeps you
emotionally centered, and try to
avoid anything for now that gets
the fires burning deep inside.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
You may not feel
as though you’re
appreciated at this time, but
perhaps you are overestimating
your accomplishments?

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
You’ve passed the
halfway point of a
project that seems to be taking
longer than you had planned. But
results are good.

We Dig the Dukes!

Meet The Breeze in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Room G1.
Tuesday, Jan. 25 7 p.m.

News

JMU moves up in the ranks
winter break crime recap

on page 4

on page 5

Editors Matt Sutherland & John Sutter E-mail breezenews@gmail.com

in brief
Harrisonburg

Police still searching
for a second suspect

On Sunday, police responded to the
700 block of East Market Street at 10:15
p.m. where a victim reported being
robbed by two males, with one of the
suspects displaying a gun, according to
police. One suspect was arrested but the
second remains at large. He is described
as a black male, approximately 5
feet 3 inches in height and weighing
between 150 and 180 pounds. Anyone
with information regarding the case
is encouraged to call Crime Solvers at
540-574-5050.

Health

3

DyingtoDrink

Recently coined “Drunkorexia” disorder has college-aged students restricting caloric intake from
food during the day to allow themselves to drink more and get drunk faster at night
By Stephany Holguin
The Breeze

Electrical blaze kills
thousands of chickens

A fire killed 17,000 baby chicks north of
Harrisonburg on Monday, according to
the Associated Press. Most of the fourweek-old chickens died from smoke
inhalation in the poultry house. An
electrical short is said to have caused
the blaze.

Sheriff’s second-incommand announces
bid for office

Chief Deputy Sheriff C.M. Hess
announced his candidacy for sheriff
on Monday, according to his website.
Hess was introduced and endorsed by
current Rockingham County/City of
Harrisonburg Sheriff Don Farley on the
steps of the Harrisonburg Court House.
Richmond

Commonwealth considers
banning illegal aliens
from colleges

Del. Christopher Peace has created a
bill that would amend state law to ban
illegal immigrants from attending public
schools in the state, according to the
Associated Press. Federal law prohibits
illegal immigrants from paying in-state
tuition, but does not bar them from
attending. Virginia’s public universities
currently have the discretion whether to
admit illegal immigrants.
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The trap of peer pressure caught a junior at JMU
in the newest trend of eating disorders. With tears in
her eyes, this student said her friends heavily influenced her when she made decisions about alcohol.
On nights when she went to parties, her friends
would pressure her to drink more by making comments like, “You’re only going to have two or three
drinks?”
“So in order to
drink more I would
eat something light
or skip meals when I
knew I was going to
go out,” the student, who wishes to
remain anonymous,
said. “Having less
food in my system
made me become
drunk faster.”
Beginning freshman year,
she
began practicing what experts have
termed “drunkorexia.” She began to
restrict her calories every time she
would go out, eating very little for
breakfast, a salad for lunch and light
snacks throughout the day until it was time
to start drinking that night.
The National Association of Eating Disorders
describes drunkorexia as “behaviors that replace food
consumption with excessive alcohol consumption or
consuming food along with sufficient amounts of alcohol to induce vomiting as a method of purging and
numbing feelings.”
Media coined this term, and the concept was first
seen in practice in 2008.
Students who practice this behavior are more likely
to suffer the negative effects or consequences of alcohol such as blacking out or vomitingor may suffer from
serious crimes like sexual assault, said Paige Hawkins,

Academics

associate director for the Office of Substance Abuse
and Prevention at JMU.
“Reflecting on it now, every experience was not
enjoyable. I was not being true to myself and I was
hurting myself,” the student said.
Hawkins said this disorder affects both male and
female college-aged students.
Veronica Jones, outreach educator for the University Health Center’s Student Wellness and Outreach,
said females tend to be the majority of individuals who
participate in this behavior.
“Regardless of how much women drink, we metabolize different, and gender puts us at higher risk,”
Hawkins said.
The fact that women weigh less and have less water
weight are factors that put them at greater risk for getting drunk. Women have less of the enzyme that allows
the body to process alcohol quickly, therefore, alcohol
is absorbed faster into the bloodstream, according to
Hawkins. Lastly, women have less water in their body
to help dilute alcohol in the bloodstream.
According to Hawkins, in addition to gender, firstyear students are especially at-risk for developing this
behavior. Hawkins said freshmen are transitioning and
many are struggling to adapt to a new environment,
dealing with a differing sense of self-image and with
new stressors.
“My freshman suitemates introduced me to this,
and in the end my suitemates who were my so-called
friends never came back to school because partying
and drinking ended up taking over their lives and
ended up dropping out,” the anonymous student said.
While suffering from this disorder for about two and
a half years, she said she was able to hide it because in
the eyes of her new friends and roommates, she was
just conscious about her health and diet.
“The popular term ‘freshman 15’ is something
students want to avoid,” Hawkins said. “If they
are consuming alcohol they will restrict calories
in food which will make them more vulnerable.”
see Disorder, page 4

Administration

The search is on
Board of Visitors creates Presidential Search
Committee to replace Linwood Rose
By Stephany Holguin
The Breeze

The committee to find the replacement for President Linwood Rose
officially began its extensive search
Thursday.
Jim Hartman, rector of the Board of
Visitors, told committee members that
the future president should have strong
leadership skills, be flexible, collaborate
effectively, partner with faculty and staff
and be empathetic and understanding.
“We are not looking for the Lin Rose,”
Hartman said. “We are looking for a new
president to take over from here.”
Rose announced on Dec. 8th that he
will end his almost 14 years as president
in June 2012.
Hartman appointed Joseph Damico
as the chair of the 10-member President

Search Committee.
Six out of the 11 members are JMU
graduates. The voting committee members range from professors, deans and
members of the Board of Visitors to
the Student Government Association
president.
“Such representation was intentional and designed to encompass the
diverse community that comprises our
university,” committee chairman Joseph
Damico said.
Nick Langridge, assistant to the President and committee secretary; Don
Egle, JMU spokesman; and Ron Forehand, senior assistant Attorney General
of Virginia, will each act in a supporting
role for the committee’s search.
In addition, committee members

see Rose, page 4
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John Rothenberger, a ‘88 JMU alumnus, co-teaches MGT 472: Venture Creation. The class gives students in all majors the
opportunity to create a business plan ready to pitch to a company or investors.

A vehicle for venture
College of Business class prepares entreprenuers from all majors
By Molly Haas
The Breeze

Junior Lawler Watkins, a media
arts and design and art double major,
hasn’t spent much of her JMU career
in Zane Showker Hall.
This semester though, she will be
in the building every Tuesday night
adding business experience to her
academic portfolio with the course
Venture Creation (MGT 472). The
class, taught by Carol Hamilton and
1988 JMU alumnus John Rothenberger, focuses on student teams creating
an implementable five-year business
plan.
The senior level management
course is open to students of all years
and all majors.
Watkins heard about the class in an
advertising course when she met with

the business librarian.
“I was like, while I’m here, what can
you tell me about starting a business
and she told me to talk to Professor
Hamilton,” she said.
Watkins is looking to launch an
apparel company of comfortable
clothing for hospital patients. She got
the idea for the business three years
ago, when she made similar clothing
for her cousin who was hospitalized,
she said.
This creativity, partnered with
business planning, is exactly what it
takes to launch a successful business,
Rothenberger said.
“You need to know what motivates
you,” he said. “The key is to enjoy what
you are doing.”
Rothenberger paired with Hamilton to create the class in 2005 because
they saw a gap in opportunities for

undergraduate entrepreneurs.
In the class, Hamilton and Rothenberger put the students into teams
through an interview process.
“In the workplace, they don’t care
if you like each other,” Rothenberger
said.
The students are also paired with a
mentor, an entrepreneur with proven
success, to help them along the process. Every three weeks, the teams
present a case report on the progress
of their venture, the only assignment
being to create the five-year plan.
Rothenberger considers last fall the
most successful semester because five
of the nine teams developed plans that
are ready to launch.
During the first class Tuesday, more
than half of the students already had
see Class, page 5
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President Linwood Rose announced his June 2012 resignation on Dec. 8. In January,
Jim Hartman, rector of the Board of Visitors, created a committee to search for Rose’s
replacement.
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Magazine considers JMU one of
best values in public colleges
By Stephany Holguin
The Breeze

JMU has moved up the ranking ladder in Kiplingler’s 2011 edition of 100
Best Values in Public Colleges. The
university placed 19th on the list in
the magazine’s February issue. In 2010,
JMU was in 21st place and was 28th in
2009.
According to the personal finance
magazine, Kiplinger ranks four-year
institutions that deliver a good education at an affordable price.
Kiplinger’s ranking comes from
selected schools of 500 public colleges and universities. Schools were
ranked according to academic quality, including admission and retention
rates, student-faculty ratios, and fourand six-year graduation rates, as well
as costs and financial aid.
“JMU is always included in a number of rankings in annual bases …
always that the university is included on those rankings we are always
pleased to be included,” said Don Egle,
university spokesman. “This one in
particular speaks directly to the value
of education and overall experience
here at James Madison University.”

Michael Walsh, the director of
admissions, said this ranking can
help families as a starting point when
searching for colleges.
“The Office of Admissions surveys
applicants and we ask about how they
heard about JMU,” Walsh said. “The
students who indicate that they saw
us in a ranking are usually very positive about their experience once they
looked at or visited JMU.”
Both Walsh and Egle agreed that
families also look at the return for college investment as an important factor.
As tuition continues to rise due to
the lack of state funding, Egle said
that it is the university’s goal to maintain cost to attend the university in
the middle among other in-state
institutions.
An in-state student at JMU would
have to pay a total of $16,756 per year,
which includes tuition, fees, room and
board and book expenses. An out-ofstate student would pay $29,520 per
year.
Other in-state universities that
made Kiplingler’s list are the College
of William & Mary in fourth place,
Virginia Tech in 24th place, University of Mary Washington in 26th and

Kiplinger’s
Past Ranks
n 2009: 28th
n 2010: 21st
n 2011: 19th

Cost to attend JMU
n
n
n
n
n
n

In-state tuition: $4,182
In-state fees: $3,678
Out-of-state tuition: $16,946
Out-of-state fees: $3, 678
Room and board: $8,020
Est. book expense: $876

were urged to find the best criteria to
the next president by talking to students and faculty to find out what
qualities the successor should have.
The search will begin by hiring
a presidential search firm. Damico
said he, Board of Visitors Vice Rector
Wharton Rivers and Board of Visitors
member Judith Strickler will be part of
the subcommittee to pick the firm.
Finding Rose’s successor has been
divided into an eight-phase process
including naming the search committee, selecting the Presidential
Search Firm, gathering input, establishing evaluation criteria, recruiting
and developing a pool of candidates,

interviewing candidates, making a
formal recommendation to Board of
Visitors and making a formal offer to
desired candidate.
The first part of the process started
Monday when the Board requested
bids to presidential search firms. This
bid process will go through the state
bid process and the university will be
financially responsible for the selected
firm.
Members of the committee will
consider sitting presidents and professionals that are not holding office
to find the best possible person for the
presidential job, Damico said.
“The university’s reputation will
undoubtedly attract many highly qualified candidates and I have confidence

m.breezejmu.org
m.breezejmu.org
m.breezejmu.org

n Total Cost In State: $16,756
n Total Cost Out of State: $29,520
Data compiled from Kiplinger’s 2011 edition
of 100 best values in public education

George Mason University in 61st. The
top three universities are the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, the University of Florida and the
University of Virginia, respectively.
contact Stephany Holguin
at holguise@dukes.jmu.edu.

Rose | Eight-step process to find successor
from page 3

The Breeze now supports your MOBILE DEVICE!
To read Breeze content on the go, check

that the people and process supporting
this search will lead to the selection of a
capable successor,” Damico said.
Damico said candidate interviews
will be held off-campus to maintain
and protect confidentiality of the
candidates.
The Presidential Search Committee
will only recommend a few qualified
candidates to the Board of Visitors for
review the candidates. The Board will
then make a formal offer to the desired
candidate.
The committee hopes to find a
candidate by early 2012 who will formally take over the position July 1, 2012.
contact Stephany Holguin
at holguise@dukes.jmu.edu.

Meet The Breeze

@ Student Org. Night
Festival
Monday, Jan. 25
7-9 p.m.

Disorder | Individuals
suffer physically, mentally
from page 3

Even though people who practice drunkorexia drastically reduce
their calorie intake from food, an
individual’s driving force is not
necessarily the idea to lose weight,
Hawkins said.

“Whether individuals
know that they are
participating in
drunkorexia related
behavior or not, they
could be doing so
without knowing.”
Veronica Jones
Health Center’s
outreach educator

“The motive is to feel the effect
of alcohol and to be able to drink
more,” Hawkins said. “If the stomach
is full you can’t drink as much, and
on an empty stomach, alcohol enters
the blood stream quickly.”
The individuals who suffer from
this disorder not only are destroying
themselves physically and mentally,
but they are also not getting the right
diet, according to Jones.
“From a nutrition perspective,
individuals who engage in this type
of behavior are doing harm in several ways,” Jones said. “In particular,
they are not providing their bodies
with proper nutrition and energy;

alcohol provides ‘empty’ calories, so
there is no nutritional benefit from
alcohol.”
Jones added that when replacing
alcohol with regularly consumed
meals, individuals are not getting
the right amount of nutrients in
the body. She recommends individuals eat a balanced meal with
carbohydrates, protein and fat prior
to consuming alcohol. They should
also stay hydrated with water before
and during consumption of alcohol.
“Whether individuals know that
they are participating in drunkorexia
related behavior or not, they could
be doing so without knowing,” Jones
said.
She urges those individuals who
suffer this disorder or any other type
of eating or exercise disorder to get
help at JMU.
“HOPE is a multidisciplinary team
that works with students to help
them with their eating and exercise
problems,” Jones said.
The student said she has acknowledged the issue and she is working
with her family before getting professional help.
“It got to a point where I was
no longer happy, because I only
remember the times that I would
feel guilty because I was not being
true to myself and only creating
an image that my so-called friends
wanted to see,” she said. “Now I
am starting to surround myself
with people who like me for me.”
Contact Stephany Holguin
at holguise@dukes.jmu.edu.

DWI | Psychology professor’s
classes, advisees reassigned
from front

Serdikoff taught PSYC 390: Psychology of Learning. She also taught
in PSYC 290: Directed Studies in Psychology and PSYC 402: Independent
Study in Psychology. Faculty members have been assigned to cover her
classes and other responsibilities.
Serdikoff was also a psychology
and freshman adviser. According
to Department Chair Michael Stoloff, advisees have been informed
she is unavailable this semester, but
were not told why. They have been
assigned new advisers.
“We’ve shifted it around so we
have the most appropriate structure
for classes,” Stoloff said.
Serdikoff was also the director, Bachelor of Arts concentration
coordinator and assessment coordinator for Psychological Sciences,
a master’s degree program in general
psychology. The program helps students get into doctoral programs and

prepare for future careers in psychology. A faculty member has taken over
as concentration coordinator and
two faculty members have become
assessment coordinators.
While her classes and academic
responsibilities have been covered,
Stoloff is still unsure of what will
happen with her involvment with
Virginia Association for Behavior
Analysis, an organization for those
interested in studying individuals’
behaviors.
“All things involving students were
taken care of,” Stoloff said.
Serdikoff won the College of
Integrated Science and Technology Distinguished Service Award
in 2010 for her involvement in the
college and her dedication to JMU.
Contact Amanda Caskey at
caskeyap@dukes.jmu.edu and
Drew Beggs at breezepress@
gmail.com.

Riot | Jailtime begins in
Harrisonburg, but may move
from front

police during the riot. The prosecutors described the bottles as “nearly
missing” members of the mob and
the police.
Rawls’ family watched as he was
led away in handcuffs following Tuesday’s trial. While Rawls will begin his
incarceration in Harrisonburg, his
attorney has filed paperwork to have
him transferred to a facility closer to
his home in Virginia Beach.
Rawls is one of many who were
arrested during Springfest. The

annual block party attracted thousands last year, eventually resulting
in the injury of several officers and
students and thousands of dollars of
property damage.
“People think that they can, with
immunity, throw bottles and concrete and rocks at our officers. I
stand here today to say they will
not have immunity,” Garst said
in a public statement last April.
“They will pay in a court of law.”
Contact Tyler McAvoy at
mcavoytl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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class | Course could accelerate
a student’s business by two years
from page 3

ideas ranging from food delivery
to hemp uses.
Many of the students come
from the business school that
have already created business
plans in COB 300, a semester
long, 12 credit class all business
majors take. Unlike that course,
which deals much in entrepreneurial theory, venture creation
is about coming up with a viable
idea, Hamilton said.
“The question is, can we put
this in front of an investor and
have them fund it?” she said.
Hamilton believes the course
accelerates student’s careers by
about two years.
“They can go into a threeyear-old company because
they’ve already done it and
they know they love it,” she said.

“They are able to find a better fit
for their first job.”
Michael Daley and Andrew
Sloan, both senior business
majors, are already sure of their
business idea and ready to test
it in the class.

“They can go into
a three-year-old
company because
they’ve already
done it and they
know they love it.”
Carol Hamilton
MGT 472 professor

In another class, Management 372, the students created

a cleaning chemical that kills
bacteria in gym facilities and
gave a sample of the product to
the JMU football coaches for the
team to try.
“Now we want to test its viability,” Sloan said. “We want to
prove if keeping athletes healthy
enhances their performance
and if there is a need for it.”
The mentorship and customer research that Venture
Creation makes the course the
perfect vehicle for Sloan and
Daley to complete their research
on the product
“The most important thing is
to do your research and network
with experienced people,” Hamilton said. “This is a fabulous
place to incubate a concept.”
contact Molly Haas at
haasmr@dukes.jmu.edu.

winter break recap

Commonwealth’s Attorney’s
office remains in Springfest case
By Tyler M cAvoy
The Breeze

Commonwealth’s Attorney Marsha Garst’s office can
continue prosecuting the case
against a man charged with
inciting the Springfest riot, a
judge ruled Dec. 17 even as a
defense attorney called for her
to be taken off the case.
C h r i s Ko w a l c z u k , t h e
attorney for defendant Peter
M o r g n e r, w a n t e d G a r s t
removed as the case’s prosecutor, saying that her role in
seizing photos from the offices
of The Breeze disqualified her
from the case.
The subpoena, issued Dec.
3 by Kowalczuk, also called
for Katie Thisdell, editor-inchief of The Breeze, to testify
in Rockingham County Circuit
Court about the details surrounding the seizure of more
than 900 photos related to the
Springfest riot from the newspaper’s office on April 16th.
Morgner, 20, of Vienna, Va.,
faces multiple felony charges,
including one felony count of
conspiracy to incite riot, one
felony count of destruction of
property and one felony count
of wearing a mask in public.
Kow a l c z u k i s s u e d t h e

subpoena to call Garst as a
witness during Morgner’s
pre-trial motions for her
involvement in securing the
photos. Judge T.J. Wilson ruled
Garst did not have to testify.
“There’s plenty of other
people at the scene that can
serve as witnesses,” Wilson
said, citing the police officers
who were on the scene assisting with the search.

“Attorneys often
inject themselves
in collection of
evidence, which is
perfectly fine.”
T.J. Wilson

Circuit Court judge

Kowalczuk maintained
Garst was the one directing the search, and therefore
should be disqualified from
the case.
“She was the iron fist in the
velvet glove,” said Kowalczuck.
“Newspapers are specifically
protected in the First Amendment, they hold a special place

in our society. It was a great
show of force, and if you want
to talk about intimidation, the
Commonwealth’s Attorney did
that to The Breeze.”
Thisdell testified that Garst,
along with uniformed and
plain-clothes police officers,
entered The Breeze office with
a search warrant after receiving informal requests from
prosecutors who wanted
access to unpublished photos from Springfest. Thisdell
denied release of the photos,
due to newspaper policy.
Garst responded with the
search warrant, and while
at The Breeze offices threatened to order the officers to
seize the staff workstations
and other electronic devices
if Thisdell and The Breeze editors didn’t point officers to the
photos.
Wilson, though, said Garst’s
actions should not preclude
her office from continuing to
prosecute the case.
“Attorneys often inject
themselves in collection of
evidence, which is perfectly
fine,” Wilson told the court.
Contact Tyler McAvoy at
mcavoytl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Four football players to appear
in court Tuesday morning
By Aaron Koepper
and John Sutter
The Breeze

JMU Athletics says it will let
the legal process handle the
felony charges that four football players face from an alleged
Nov. 15 assault.
In a press release this afternoon, the Department of
Athletics said it had been
notified that the players were
arrested and released on bond.
According to court records, they
will appear in Rockingham/
Harrisonburg General District
Court on Tuesdsay morning.
Jonathan L. Rose, 21, Peter O.
Rose, 20, Anthony I. Rose, 18 —
all of Amherst — and Jonathan
C. Williams, 22, of Ridgeway,
allegedly got into a verbal argument with three male victims
that led to physical violence,
according to Mary-Hope Vass,
Harrisonburg Police Department spokeswoman.
Vass said the incident took
place on Nov. 15 in the 1300
block of Bradley Drive around
1 a.m. One of the three victims was sent to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital with nonlife threatening injuries and was
later released, Vass said.
According to police records,

the three Rose brothers were
arrested on Dec. 3 with malicious wounding by mob, while
Williams was arrested the next
day on the same charge.
The JMU football roster has
Jonathan Rose listed as a strong
safety, Peter Rose and Jonathan
Williams as a weak side safety and Anthony Rose as wide
receiver.
The Department of Athletics
released a statement via e-mail
to press Thursday afternoon
acknowledging the matter.
“James Madison University Department of Athletics
has been notified that football
players Jon Rose, Peter Rose,
Anthony Rose and Jonathan
Williams were arrested and
have been released on bond,”
said Director of Athletics Jeff
Bourne, in the e-mail. “The
four were charged with felony
assault. We are aware of the
incident and will be handling
this matter appropriately. In the
meantime, we will let the legal
process handle this situation.”
Of the four, Peter Rose, has
a history in the court system,
according to Amherst County
Circuit Court records.
On May 16, 2008, Peter Rose
was arrested for two counts
of felony possession of a

controlled substance on school
property. On Jan. 21, 2009, both
charges were dismissed, pending Rose complete a supervised
probation for one year and five
months and license revocation
for nine months. The charges
were dismissed on Aug. 31, 2010.
Virginia Tech football coach
Frank Beamer withdrew a football scholarship offer to Peter
Rose after learning of this
arrest, according to The Roanoke Times.
According to the D aily
News-Record, Coach Mickey
Matthews asked JMU President
Linwood Rose — no relation —
and Bourne for Peter Rose to be
admitted to JMU.
Additionally, on Oct. 18,
2008, Rose was arrested for two
counts of misdemeanor distribution of marijuana from April
and May. Rose was found guilty
on both charges and received a
six-month jail sentence with
five months suspended. He
also received one year and
five months probation with his
license revoked until April 12,
2011, according to court records.
Contact Aaron Koepper
and John Sutter at
breezenews@gmail.com.

winter break recap

English professor not employed
by JMU after alcohol charges
By Megan Reichart
The Breeze

Karen Evans is no longer a professor at JMU.
During an appearance in Harrisonburg/Rockingham General
District Court on Dec. 15, Evans
pleaded guilty to a Sept. 27 DUI
charge and received a mandatory
20-day jail sentence.
Evans has been in custody
since Dec. 1 after her drunk in
public arrest while teaching an
Honors seminar in Chandler
Hall.
Evans received credit for the
time she has already spent in
jail. According to her attorney,
Kent Bowers, Evans should be

released from jail early next week.
For the Dec. 1 drunk in public
charge, Evans received a $25 fine.
JMU spokesman Don Egle
confirmed on Dec. 15 that Evans
is no longer employed by JMU.
Some students on Facebook
are wondering what will happen
to Evans’ Honors seminar classes. Evans created the Women’s
Colloquium, American Indian
Studies and Multicultural Awareness seminars.
Senior media arts and design
major Laurielle Olejniczak created a Facebook event called “For
Karen” as a petition to keep the
seminars after Evans’ dismissal.
“There has been much attention surrounding the recent

misfortunes of beloved JMU professor Dr. Karen Evans. For those
who know her and have taken
her classes, it has been saddening to learn about the personal
struggles Karen has been dealing
with. She is a wonderful professor that holds her students’ best
interests at heart. Karen goes
beyond lecturing students to help
form well-rounded, cultured students with a realistic view of the
world,” Olejniczak said on the
event’s wall.
Evans is ordered to appear
in court again on Feb. 15.
Contact Megan Reichart
breezenews@gmail.com.
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ALGEBRA 101:
70 MINS x 2 WEEKLY DONATIONS =

$200 PER MONTH +
1,000S OF LIVES SAVED!
Donate plasma at BioLife Plasma
Services. You receive money, get time
for studying, and best of all give life to
patients in need!

to...

SCHEDULE YOUR DONATION TODAY AT WWW.BIOLIFEPLASMA.COM

...text GDUB
to 50240

 ,5#9 $2)6% s (!22)3/."52' 6! 


$10 BONUS COUPON

FOR NEW
DONORS ONLY

DISCOVER...TASTE...EXPERIENCE...
THE GOOD LIFE AT

Bring this coupon with you to your 1st plasma donation
and receive an extra $10 on your 2nd full donation.

Bonus redeemable only upon completion of a 2nd full donation. Coupon cannot be combined with any other
BioLife offer. Must be 18 years of age or older and weigh at least 110 lbs. Expires 3.31.11 breeze
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Jan. 14th: Friday by the Fireside: Join us for music by Scruffy Murphy.
7pm-9pm $15/person includes appetizers. Reservations please.

Jan. 28th: Friday by the Fireside: Join us for music 7pm-9pm.
WILD PARTIES

FIGHTS BREAKING OUT
FOR NO APPARENT REASON

Open daily 11am-5pm for tours & tastings.

OF HARRISONBURG

JOIN NOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
SPECIAL JMU STUDENT RATES!

540-433-3434

AMENITIES:
- SUPER CARDIO AREA
- THE AREAʼS BEST FREE WEIGHT & STRENGTH TRAINING AREA
- TWO FULL LINES OF CIRCUIT TRAINING
- FITNESS/LAP POOL
- INDOOR TRACK
- 50+ GROUP FITNESS CLASSES OFFERED EACH WEEK
INCLUDING BODYPUMP, YOGA, PILATES, KICKBOXING, ZUMBA
- GROUP CYCLE PROGRAM
- STEAM ROOM, SAUNA, WHIRLPOOL
- PROFESSIONALLY CERTIFIED TRAINERS
- COMPLETE LOCKER FACILITIES
- GREAT HOURS 5 AM - 12:30 AM!!
- CONVENIENT PARKING
- RECIPROCATION WITH OVER 600 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE
- ON-SITE PHYSICAL THERAPY
- NUTRITIONAL PROGRAM EVALUATIONS
- TANNING

Join Now Special Student
Semester Membership

$15/person includes appetizers. Reservations please. Call for musician details.

JMU STUDENT RATE COUPON

DISCOUNTED SEMESTER MEMBERSHIP

Get Started for $19

see Goldʼs Gym for details

FREE SEMESTER OF
coupon per person
T A N N I N G -- one
see Goldʼs Gym for details
- this offer ends 2/10/11

Tour our state of the art facility at 12pm, 2pm or 4pm
& learn about the art of winemaking.
Booking
for weddings,
private parties and
corporate events

Visit us on your
21st Birthday
and receive a
free gift!

540-234-0505

www.crosskeysvineyards.com
ww

Located at 6011 E Timbe
Timber Ridge Road, Mt Crawford, VA
VA 22841

Drunk in Public?
Underage Possession?
Don’t want the parents to pay?

Don’t overspend!

HIGH SPEED CHASES

Only $400

381 LUCY DRIVE, HARRISONBURG (BEHIND VALLEY MALL)

Contact Attorneys at Law:
Roland M.L. Santos [540.434.2211]
W. Kent Bowers [540.434.1932]
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you.
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us?

facebook.com/
thebreezejmu

Opinion

MADISON’S STILL TEACHING

EDITOR Kaleigh Somers E-MAIL breezeopinion@gmail.com

SEAN DOLAN | public interest

WikiLeaks and the Pentagon Papers are not enough for change.
for corporate interests. Both wars
endured extremely high civilian casualty rates and were instigated under
false pretenses.
Vietnam was initiated after the
controversial Gulf of Tonkin incident, where an attack on a U.S. ship
was made up; Iraq began after intelligence reports surfaced of a massive
cache of weapons of mass destruction, which turned out to be false.

The American way is
pretty simple: If there is
a nationalist uprising or
other conflict in foreign
lands that might disrupt
U.S. trade, we go to war
to protect those interests.
If public support is low,
our leaders look for ways
to convince people that
the war is justified.
The WikiLeaks Iraq War Logs,
a collection of almost  ,  
secret documents, provide multiple
instances of small chemical weapon laboratories and artillery shells
filled with mustard gas; however,
the leaked documents confirm that
there was no cache of weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq.
I see two basic veins of reasoning for why the Bush administration
was so adamant about the presence
of WMDs in Iraq, using The Daily
Show’s logic toward Fox News. Either
they are stupid or evil; stupid in that
they relied on shoddy intelligence to
go to war and evil in that they knew
there were was no massive cache
of WMDs, but decided to wage war
instead for the profit motive.
The Pentagon Papers proved that

the Johnson administration lied to
the world about what was really happening in Vietnam. The president
failed to communicate the extreme
brutality toward innocent Vietnamese and the motives behind the Gulf
of Tonkin incident.
The Johnson administration
claimed that on Aug. , , Vietnamese torpedo boats in the Gulf of
Tonkin began an unprovoked attack
on the U.S. destroyer Maddox.
A  NSA report shows that there
was no attack at all that night. This
alleged event led to the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution, which allowed the Johnson administration to engage in open
warfare with the North Vietnamese.
According to the Pentagon Papers,
Secretary of State Dean Rusk said,
“Public opinion on the Southeast
Asia policy was badly divided in the
United States at the moment and
that, therefore, the President needed
an affirmation of support.”
The Gulf of Tonkin incident was
made up so that the administration
would have a reason to go to war.
Sounds eerily familiar to President
George W. Bush’s failed quest to find
the WMDs.
The American way is pretty simple: If there is a nationalist uprising
or other conflict in foreign lands that
might disrupt U.S. trade, we go to war
to protect those interests. If public
support is low, our leaders look for
ways to convince people that the war
is justified.
While I don’t think we will see
a significant change as a result
of WikiLeaks, this is a teachable
moment in our nation’s history. In
this new information age, we have
everything we need to ensure that
our leaders do not keep making the
same mistakes; the only problem is
how quickly we forget the past.
Sean Dolan is a sophomore
political science major. Contact
Sean at dolansf@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “we-know-the-real-reasonyou’re-leaving” pat to President
Rose.
From a student who understand
that you want to have six months of
non-stressful fun before the world
ends in December.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “Ooh-rah!” pat to the Marine
who pulled over on South Main
Street to help me change my flat tire.
From a terribly embarrassed senior
who happened to be on a first date.
A “get-a-real-life” dart to my
roommate who insists on blowing
up my Facebook news feed with her
constant status updates.
From a girl who’d rather creep
on everyone else than know about
your every shift at work, homework
assignment, soccer game, song you’ve
listened to or step you’ve taken that
day.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com
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RACHEL DOZIER | The Breeze

How quickly we forget
I was originally planning to write
a column on how WikiLeaks will
change the world by exposing the
corruption and deception of public
officials and corporate executives.
Now I feel that that sort of thinking
is naïve. Real change requires much
more than the release of controversial
documents.
History is an
extremely reliable predictor
of the future,
especially in
America. The
philosophical
mission behind
WikiLeaks has
been alive for decades and has yet
to accomplish more than a stir of
emotions.
Daniel Ellsberg was a military
analyst working for the Department
of Defense on the study of the Vietnam War. The study was comprised
of internal “top secret” conversations, plans and decisions. Ellsberg
released the document to various
media outlets and it was soon published. The study became known as
the Pentagon Papers.
Upon his decision to release the
document, he said, “I felt that as an
American citizen, as a responsible
citizen, I could no longer cooperate
in concealing this information from
the American public.”
This mission statement reflects
the philosophy of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, in an interview
on Swedish TV, he said, “The aim of
WikiLeaks is to achieve just reform
around the world and do it through
the mechanism of transparency.”
The Pentagon Papers and the
WikiLeaks Iraq War Logs have much
in common, as do respective wars
that they have exposed.
Vietnam and Iraq were weak, poor
and vulnerable and were illegally
invaded by a global super power.
Both countries were rich in natural
resources, making them profitable

page 9

A “you-are-such-a-girl” dart
to my roommate who promptly
announced Sunday that she was
“really cheering for the Saints this
playoff season!”
From a real NFL-watching girl who
mocked her endlessly for not knowing
that the team she was so passionate
for had already ended their season.
An “I-need-my-fix” dart to The
Breeze for not publishing Sudoku
puzzles for the last two weeks of last
semester.
From an aspiring Sudoku
champion who needs to get her
weekly practice in.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

More than  years ago, I spoke my
first word. This word, to my parents’
delight, was “book”. It foreshadowed my
childhood love for reading. Throughout
elementary school, I pored over books,
absorbing every detail like a sponge. On
countless car trips, vacations, doctor visits and dinners, you could find me with a
book in hand. I was top in my fifth grade
class Accelerated Reader program and in
one year read more than  books.
It’s been more than a year since I last
finished a book. Even as a journalism
major, I struggle to finish a newspaper
or magazine article. My love for reading
has not died; something else plagues my
ability to be the literature-addicted fiend
I once was. I have assimilated into the
“ADD generation” culture. For the longest time I thought this mentality was a
load of garbage — just some excuse for
my peers to procrastinate on Facebook.
But this is definitely a real thing.

If I sit down to read
a book or an article
for class, I find myself
staring at a blob of
words. My mind is always
somewhere else.
For example, let’s take my current
environment. I’m in my bedroom. My
television is on, but muted. I have music
playing, I just sent a text, and I have
Twitter, Facebook, my blog, both e-mail
accounts and the Entertainment Weekly
webpage up. I’ve reached a point where
I can’t just focus on one thing anymore.
If I sit down to read a book or an article
for class, I find myself staring at a blob
of words. My mind is always somewhere
else.
I should really update my blog. How
many views have I gotten today? Did Emilie respond to that Facebook message? Did
that woman from Career & Academic Planning ever e-mail me back? Do I
have a quiz tomorrow? Did my teacher
post the exam grade yet?
As a movie lover and film studies
minor, I should be able to just sit down
and watch a movie. But if I’m not at a
movie theatre, my computer is almost

always open next to me. I’m constantly
updating, checking, tweeting, responding, sending, messaging, answering,
searching and many other words that
end in “ing.” Maybe that’s because these
things have become so addict“ing.”
According to a study by socialmediatoday.com, . percent of female
social media users check Facebook
daily and . percent of social media
users between the ages of  and  use
cell phones daily. Of those users, .
percent text message daily. With all this
communication, when do we have time
to communicate? As a journalist, I prefer interviewing sources in person to
get a gauge of their emotions, personality and demeanor. The magic of a great
face-to-face interview may soon be gone,
however, traded in for Second Life, video
chatting or phone interviews. The joy I
receive in holding a newspaper in the
morning or buying the fall fashion edition of my favorite magazine will soon be
traded for a login screen.
You don›t even have to rush home to
watch your favorite television program
anymore; it’ll just be available the next
day online. As someone working for
four different publications on top of a
full course load, I often appreciate this,
but also recognize how much is lost. All
of these social media devices are starting
to prevent me from being social. Whether it›s interviewing a source or getting a
group of friends together to watch the latest episode of “Glee,” the availability of
online media has increased our separation from others.
In this economy, a greater familiarity
with social media can put me above older
job competitors. Other applicants might
not know how to use Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn or WordPress. Many people
think that social media is a sad joke or
my generation’s excuse for procrastination and solution to boredom. Maybe it
is, but not for me. I absorb social media
the way I used to take in a good book. I’m
trying to adapt to the times. When I get a
chance to breathe (possibly in that short
time between graduating and starting in
the work force), maybe I’ll sit down and
be able to get through a novel. Until then,
I’ll turn on, tune in, login.
Rachel Dozier is a junior media arts
& design major. Contact Rachel at
dozierra@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “you-make-me-all-kinds-ofwarm” pat to all the boys who wear
peacoats.
From a girl who is OK with the
cold just because she gets to see you
in them.

A “good-thing-I-already-havean-ice-scraper” dart to the
exploding case of freezing Coke in
my trunk.
From a surprised junior who
promises she’s not stupid.

A “my-presence-is-a-present”
dart to all y’all who were expectin’
real gifts from me this holiday
season.
From Kanye West.

An “all-better” pat to the cashier
at McDonald’s who charged me for a
small milkshake, but gave me a large.
From a girl who just broke up
with her boyfriend and needed a
pick-me-up.

A “you-all-are-so-awesome!”
pat to the JMU Crew Club for rowing
most days this fall at : in the
morning.
From a secret admirer who is quite
impressed by your club.

A “do-you-even-go-here?” dart
to the girl who didn’t thank me after
I went out of my way to hold the
door open extra long for you as I left
D-Hall.
From a girl who knows that door
holding is what JMU is all about.

A “that-literally-made-me-LOL”
pat to whoever parked the JMU
double-decker bus in the compact
car spot in the Grace Street parking
deck.
From a girl who was glad to find a
parking spot and a chuckle.

A “you-had-me-at-’where’d-you
get-that-salad?’ ” pat to the cute
guy on the bus.
From a girl who would love to have
lunch with you any day.

A “no,-you’re-amazing-just-theway-you-are” pat to Bruno
Mars for summing up everything that
every girl needs to hear in life.
From girls everywhere.

A “no,-bless-you” pat to the girl
who blessed my sneeze from across
Carrier Library.
From a girl who appreciated your
determined politeness.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
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Madison made good
decisions in wartime
Past president teaches us lessons about today’s political tactics.

Historians such as Henry
Adams and Garry Wills called
James Madison’s presidency a
failure, despite his genius as a
legislator. Madison was the first
president to lead our nation
through a war that defined
not only our sustained independence from Britain, but
also our identity as a nation of
liberty and learning, despite difficulty and division within his
administration.
His presidency is extremely
relevant today because the lessons it taught us continue to be
just as important today as they
were in the th century.
The primar y issue during Madison’s administration
was the conflict with British
impressments of American sailors, claiming them as deserters.
During Madison’s first term,
he tried to prevent war by various means of negotiation. A
restless Congress plagued Madison’s presidency. The political
parties at that time were the
Federalists and the Democratic-Republicans. Although there
was a Democratic-Republican majority in Congress, the
Federalists were forceful and
the Congress members were
divided heavily between these
political affiliations as well as
the issue of whether or not to
go to war with either Britain or
France.
Madison was also plagued
with a frustrating Cabinet. His
first Cabinet contained incompetent men. According to Ralph
Ketchum, author of “James
Madison: A Biography,” many of
them were drunkards including
Secretary of State Robert Smith
and Secretary of War John
Armstrong. Madison replaced
Smith with James Monroe in
. Madison’s only strength
in his Cabinet was Secretary of
Treasury Albert Gallatin who
excelled in financial matters.
On June , , Madison
officially declared war against
Britain. Congressmen who had
fought against the idea of war
scoffed, “It’s Mr. Madison’s war!”
Shortly after his war declaration, Madison was nonetheless
re-elected. The nation was
militarily unprepared for war.
Madison had elected too old
or too young military heads,

with some exceptions including Andrew Jackson and Oliver
Perry.
The War of  didn’t
accomplish much, resulting in
the climactic burning of Washington City on Aug. , .
Yet each of these problems that
plagued Madison’s presidency,
as dire as they each may seem,
are not relevant reasons to
doubt the leadership of James
Madison. Here’s why:

Madison led us
through a war not
to prove a military
or administrative
point, but to prove
that despite all
odds, the United
States of America
would not submit.
The burning of Washington City shook the nation to its
core. It has been said to be Armstrong’s fault, as he disbelieved
that the British would actually
burn the City. Therefore, despite
Madison’s warnings, Washington City was not protected from
the British.
Many of the Cabinet members and Congressmen wanted
to relocate the government, but
it was Madison alone who said
that they would rebuild. They
would give Britain the pleasure
of having humiliated them.
Because of Madison’s firm
hand, American pride carried
the nation and by , peace
with Britain came. For the last
two years of his presidency,
Madison rode on popularity. He
had taken the nation though a
war in which we gained national
pride, integrity and identity.
The importance in setting the
record straight on Madison’s
presidency is relevant today
because the War of  taught
many lessons, both to the United States and other nations. It
taught us the need for a strong
military; how to defend our liberties as a sovereign nation,
and how to maintain unity at a
time when the nation was very

divided. It taught other nations
to respect us, as they continue
to do so today, and reinforced
to the world the power of a free
republican democracy.
But most importantly, it continues to teach everyone that no
matter how large a situation or
how dangerous the odds, standing up for what you believe in
and uniting together as a people
is strong enough to break the
bonds from any hidden oppressor or known enemy.
Although we were not prepared, it was on principle that
Madison decided to go to war.
Madison stood firm in the midst
of turmoil and indecision before
and during the War of .
He received recognition even
though he had a divided Congress, incompetent Cabinet and
inept military leaders.
Madison led us through a
war not to prove a military or
administrative point, but to
prove that despite all odds, the
United States of America would
not submit. It would stand in its
independence, and not back
out on its Constitution, where
the principles of liberty rest
and where the heart of James
Madison still beats today. This
is why the War of  is also
called “The Second War of
Independence.”
Madison made long-term
decisions as president. He
wanted to uplift constitutional
principles that would last generations. Unfortunately, many
leaders today seem to focus on
short-term goals.
Because of media and technology, politicians have been
so overwhelmed by the “small”
situations of our day that they
cannot easily look as far ahead
into the future as Madison did
more than  years ago. Politicians today would benefit from
Madison’s example, stepping
out of the box and planning for
greater political prosperity.
In recognition of this ongoing bicentennial of Madison’s
presidency, let us applaud our
namesake James Madison.
Sarah Everett is a James
Madison impersonator
and a junior theatre
major. Contact Sarah at
everettsm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Insanity plea might not be
gunman’s smartest defense
Jared Lee Loughner, bald and
wearing a taunting smile in his
mug shot, is likely now to find
himself at a shifting juncture of
U.S. law.
It’s the place where holding
criminals responsible for despicable crimes meets restraint
against penalizing people too
mentally at sea to comprehend
what they’ve done.
However premature the speculation over what will happen to
the -year-old charged in the
murderous shooting spree in
Tucson, Ariz., some things we
know.
There’s scant doubt that cops
nabbed the right man. For starters, eyewitnesses not only saw
the shooting but wrestled him
to the ground.
We also know the shooting
spree ranks with some of the
bloodiest in American history.
Six people are dead, including
a federal judge, and a congresswoman is hospitalized because
a bullet went through her brain.
State authorities are planning
to seek indictment, too, though
the U.S. attorney’s office has so
far gone first by charging him
with the murders and attempted
murders of the five victims who
were federal employees.
And given reports about
Loughner’s unstable history, you
can figure that mental illness will
be part of his defense.
So this brings us to the hard
question. How disturbed do
you have to be to win acquittal
by reason of insanity?
Viewed by some people as an
escape hatch for criminals who
maim and murder, the insanity
defense is hugely unpopular.
When a Washington, D.C.,
jury found President Ronald
Reagan’s would-be assassin,
John Hinckley Jr., not guilty
by reason of insanity, a public
uproar ensued and Congress
tightened the law as applied to
federal crimes. State lawmakers
ratcheted up their statutes, too.
To be acquitted because
of insanity now, criminal
defendants charged with federal crimes must prove by “clear

and convincing evidence” that
a “severe mental disease or
defect” rendered them “unable
to appreciate the nature and
quality or the wrongfulness” of
their conduct.
Put simply, they must be diagnosed with an illness that kept
them either from understanding
what they were doing or knowing right from wrong.
It wasn’t easy to win an insanity defense before Reagan was
shot, and it’s harder now. Federal prosecutors used to have to
prove that the accused was sane.
Now the law shifts the burden
of proof to the defense to show
insanity. And not just any mental
disease will do. It must be severe.
Richard Dieter, executive
director of the Death Penalty
Information Center, says one
study found that the insanity
defense was offered in about 
percent of criminal cases and
was successful in only a quarter
of those.
Although you can claim
insanity no matter what the
crime, it’s mostly used when the
defendant is facing the possibility of death or a very long time
behind bars, says Robert Batey,
who teaches law at Stetson University near St. Petersburg, Fla.
Only then does it make sense,
because if you win, you’ll be sent
into treatment until doctors find,
and a judge rules, that it’s safe to
release you.
Still, it’s better than the alternative for some defendants.
Almost  years after Hinckley
shot and wounded Reagan and
three others, he passes time at St.
Elizabeths Hospital in Washington playing guitar, reading and
anticipating his next journey to
visit his mother in Williamsburg,
Va. He’s been granted  of those
trips, lasting  days each.
Hinckley’s mental condition keeps improving, a federal
judge has found. As it does, he’s
allowed more time and freedom
outside the hospital. He must tell
authorities in advance where he
plans to go and carry a GPS system so his whereabouts can be
monitored.

The eventual aim is fulltime
release into the outside world.
However unsettling that
notion, it makes sense to release
someone whose crime resulted
from an illness no longer plaguing him, assuming he really is
OK.
But for every Hinckley in
treatment, there are others who
claimed insanity and failed to
prove it.
“It’s exceedingly rare that it is
a successful defense,” Batey says.
The best chance for it to work
isn’t at trial but beforehand, he
says. If the defense and the prosecution agree that the accused
has serious psychiatric problems, they will negotiate a plea
that will avoid trial.
And then there are those who
insist they are sane while their
lawyers push them to claim
they aren’t. So it was with the
so-called Unabomber, Theodore Kaczynski, diagnosed as a
paranoid schizophrenic. In ,
facing charges including three
counts of murder, he refused to
allow an insanity defense and
eventually agreed to plead guilty
to avoid the death penalty. He’s
serving a life sentence without
the possibility of parole.
It’s too early to know how
Loughner’s case will proceed,
but the crimes are such that
prosecutors will want to seek
his execution. If he claims insanity and fails to persuade all 
jurors, they might still balk at
sending to his death someone
as troubled as he may seem.
If that happened, Loughner
would be sentenced to life, and
the federal system allows no
parole.
But that probably wouldn’t be
the end of it. Whatever happens
in federal court, Loughner could
still be tried in state court for all
six murders.
And if anyone thinks the
federal statute makes it hard
to prove insanity, Arizona has
one of the toughest laws in the
country.
Ann Woolner, Bloomberg
News

Exploring Grad Schools?

The Radford University MBA is for You!

Helping Haitians into America
A year after it was leveled by
an earthquake, Haiti remains, in
many ways, a feeble ward of the
international community. Rubble from the quake clogs much
of the capital of Port-au-Prince;
 million people are still living in
tents; and Haiti’s economy, fragile to begin with, is mostly supine.
In the past few months, things
have been made even worse
by bitterly disputed and inconclusive national elections and
by a cholera epidemic that has
sickened tens of thousands and
killed around , since October.
Despite the success of the massive international relief effort in
saving lives and meeting basic
humanitarian needs just after the
temblor, reconstruction remains
a pipe dream for most Haitians.
Given Haiti’s deep-seated
problems, it was always optimistic to imagine the country would
be whole again in  months,
or “rebuilt better,” as the sunny
post-quake slogan had it. Given
the international community’s
own checkered experience with

long-term rebuilding projects,
it was equally optimistic to suppose that the billions of dollars
promised to heal Haiti would
flow smoothly and quickly and
be spent efficiently. .
What is genuinely disappointing, though, is that the Obama
administration appears to have
given no serious consideration
to one major initiative that would
make an immediate and positive
difference in the lives of tens of
thousands of Haitians. Namely, it
could grant entry to , Haitian visa candidates with relatives
already in the United States.
This hardly radical proposal
has been embraced by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, which represents the very cities that would
assume the costs of an influx
of immigrants. Moreover, the
would-be immigrants’ petitions
to enter the United States and
rejoin their families have already
been approved by the Department of Homeland Security.
Once the visa backlog—a function of quotas set by Congress

—is cleared, the Haitians are likely to settle in this country anyway.
Given the acute needs and
deep suffering, it makes moral
and economic sense to move
them to the front of the line. If
Congress will not adjust its visa
quotas, then the administration
could, on its own, accelerate the
entry of applicants who otherwise
face waits of four to  years, grant
them “temporary protective status” on arrival and allow them to
work. The remittances they would
send home could support thousands of Haitians now struggling
to survive.
To date, the administration
has turned a deaf ear, barely
acknowledging such appeals.
That undercuts the president’s
pledges that the United States
stands ready to do everything
possible to help. As the mayors
noted last summer, America, the
hemisphere’s richest country,
retains a moral obligation to help
Haiti, the poorest.
The Washington Post
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Call today, (888) 275-7882
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and Fall 2012
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Readers voted for the highest-rated albums, movies, books and artists they thought were the

Best of 2010

Rap/hip-hop album:
‘Recovery’ — Eminem

In Eminem’s seventh studio album “Recovery,” which was released
June 18, he comes back with a more introspective view that counters
the more cynical one heard in his previous album “Relapse.”
“Recovery” has sold more than 3 million copies, making it the bestselling album of 2010. The album opens with the powerhouse
rap, “Cold Wind Blows,” announcing his comeback and
proving wrong those who doubted him. The album then
moves on to the well-known domestic violencefocused song “Love the Way You Lie” (featuring
Rihanna) that became No. 1 on the Billboard
Top 100. Other hit songs on the album
include “Not Afraid,” which focuses on
his personal struggle with addiction, as
well as “No Love” featuring Lil’ Wayne.
Both songs landed top places on the
Billboard Top 100 and made the
album an instant hit.

Indie/alternative album:

Tie between ‘This is Happening’ —
LCD Soundsystem and ‘Halcyon
Digest’ — Deerhunter
With the category being one of the most
competitive, it makes sense that it resulted
in a tie —
 appropriate, as both records are
different sides of the same fantastic coin. “This
is Happening” is a sleekly produced album of
hyper-personal electronic music which, by lead
singer James Murphey’s admittance, could be the
project’s last.
“Halcyon Digest” is the latest release from
the prolific Bradford Cox under the name
Deerhunter. He continues to pump
out bedroom recorded art rock while
expanding his musical scope. It’s tough
to say which of these stellar albums
was more essential in 2010, but if you
couldn’t choose, why should we?

— Alex Husband

— Jeff Wade

Nonfiction
book:

Pop album:

‘Teenage Dream’
— Katy Perry

‘Earth: The Book’
In any other year, a book
by Jon Stewart and “The
Daily Show” team would be a
highlight for the increasingly
essential comedy institution.
But in a year that saw Stewart
chat with a sitting president,
hold a massive rally and
almost single-handedly bring
issues like the 9/11 First
Responders Bill to national
prominence, it could be a
footnote. It’s a testament that

the winning
follow-up to
2004’s “America:
The Book” lives up
to the standard set by
its popular predecessor.
Dense with satirical gags
and pertinent punch-lines,
the book has extended the
show’s focus to a planetary
level.

Arguably the
anthem of anyone
still in their first
quarter of life, Katy Perry’s
“Teenage Dream” sums
up what it is to be young,
stupid and in love all the
way down to skintight
jeans. With catchy lyrics
and a happy melody, it’s
the perfect song to sing
along to in the car, shower
or while ripping shots with

Graphic by Jena
Thielges / The Breeze

— Jeff Wade

the friends you’ll never
forget. On the heels of
Perry’s summer soundtrack
“California Gurls,” it only
makes sense that “Teenage
Dream” is next in line to
get stuck in our heads
and hearts. This year, we
should dance until we die
— because you and I? Well,
we’ll be young forever.
— Jamie Lose

Comedy movie:

‘Get Him to the Greek’
“Get Him to the Greek,” a
spin-off of the movie “Forgetting
Sarah Marshall,” portrays the now
burnt-out life of rock star Aldous
Snow (Russell Brand) and Aaron
Green’s (Jonah Hill) 72-hour
adventure of getting Aldous to the
L.A. Greek Theatre. It’s a comedy
about the darkness and absurdity
of rock star life; Aldous is a dying
breed of rock stars associated
with long locks, rock ’n’ roll, drugs
and lots and lots of sex. He’s selfdestructive and narcissistic, but
he’s fun to hang around anyway.

Brand and Hill have
so much energy
and fill the movie
with hilarious
jokes. However,
the movie’s high
point is thanks
to Sean “Diddy”
Combs, who plays
Aaron’s over-thetop record mogul boss
Sergio Roma and who nearly
steals the spotlight.
— Christa Goad

‘The Suburbs’ — Arcade Fire
and “Neon Bible,” “The Suburbs”
boasts sing-songy works, though
still dealing with the deep, often
dark subjects typical of the band.
Intricate-sounding melodies
and layered harmonies not only
make “The Suburbs” a top-notch
album; they also prevent all 15
tracks from leaving your head for
any extended period of time.
— Torie Foster

Country album:

‘Speak Now’ — Taylor Swift
Listening to Taylor Swift’s third
album “Speak Now” is like reading
your sister’s diary: You feel guilty
reading about the intricate details
of her personal life, but for some
reason you can’t stop turning the
pages. Through every self-written
song on the album, Swift makes
her private life public knowledge,
like her rumored-fling with John
Mayer in “Dear John.” Upbeat

“Dark Knight” director
Christopher Nolan created
yet another buzz-worthy
blockbuster with this
summer’s “Inception,”
starring Leonardo
DiCaprio, Ellen Page,
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and
Tom Hardy. The film follows
Dom Cobb, a freelance agent in
the business of “ dream extraction,” as
he attempts the near-impossible task
of not stealing an idea, but implanting

one. To accomplish this mission, Cobb
and his team must fight their battles
both subconsciously and consciously.
As one of the year’s most creative and
thought-provoking films, the box-office
smash ingrained itself deeply in the
American psyche, making it difficult to
go anywhere without hearing about it.
As of Jan. 2, the film had grossed more
than $290 million in the U.S.
— Elyse Krachman

Fiction book:

Rock album:
In a surprisingly upbeat third
release, Arcade Fire pulls out
all the stops in “The Suburbs.”
The fronting husband and wife
create a combination of eeriness
and charm with haunting vocals
and plunky piano melodies.
With hit songs like “Rococo”
and “The Suburbs,” Arcade Fire’s
most recent album features an
energy unlike that of the band’s
previous. In contrast to “Funeral”

Drama movie: ‘Inception’

songs about heartbreak such as
“Mean,” “Better Than Revenge”
and “The Story of Us” remind
listeners that Swift is not the same
sweet 16-year-old she used to
be. Now 21, Swift creates a popcountry album relatable and
enjoyable to both genders of all
ages.
— Kelsey Peters

‘Sh*t My Dad Says’ — Justin Halpern
Taking his father’s words
more than to the heart,
Justin Halpern shares the
advice given by his evergrumpy, often inappropriate
dad. Beginning as a Twitter
account, the part-memoir,

part-comedy is divided up
between quotes that his
sweatpants-donning father
gave Halpern at key moments
in a man’s life, including
his first baseball game and
girlfriend and at the moment

he dropped by Halpern’s
apartment unannounced. The
book is peppered with biting
comments, but it is clear to see
the good intentions within.
— Sydney Palese

Comedy TV Show: ‘The Office’
The exploits of Dunder
Mifflin’s wage slaves ensue as
the show continues its solid
seventh season. Star Steve
Carell’s planned departure
at the end of this season has
given the show some extra
purpose and momentum in its

old age, as it sets up Michael
Scott’s leaving. This has
resulted in many fan-pleasing
elements, such as the return of
love interest Holly Flax (Amy
Ryan) that promises to provide
a conclusion worthy for one of
the most endearing characters

seen in a modern sitcom. The
only thing left to wonder is
what this documentary crew
going to do with seven years of
footage?
— Jeff Wade

Continued on page 18
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arthur moats

men’s basketball

Dukes dominate at home
By Thomas Estes
The Breeze

photo courtesy of jmu athletics photography

In his first season as a Duke, transfer junior Rayshawn Goins has been the team’s starting power
forward in every game. Since coming to JMU from Cincinnati State, he is averaging 12 points and
8.3 rebounds a game, and he has posted five double-doubles.

For the JMU men’s basketball team, perhaps
it took a short losing skid for the team to realize
its full potential to win.
After losing two straight games in early
December, the team has put together a seven-game winning streak, its longest since the
1993-1994 season. In doing so, the team is off to
the program’s best start in almost 30 years.
It is the second such surge for the team this
season, as the Dukes had their winning streak
of six games snapped by Colonial Athletic Association foe Georgia State University, 64-63, on
Dec. 4.
JMU (13-3 overall, 3-1 in the CAA) has a chance
to avenge that loss as it faces Georgia State (8-6,
3-1) on Thursday, this time with another impressive streak on the line.
Also at stake will be JMU’s perfect home
record, which stands at 7-0.
The game was originally scheduled for
Wednesday, but has been pushed back a day to
accommodate the Panthers, as their departure
was delayed due to the recent record-breaking
snowstorm.
Tip-off will take place approximately 30 minutes after the conclusion of the women’s game
against Drexel University, which is scheduled
for 6 p.m.
The extra day did nothing to take away the
sting felt by the Dukes, who lost on a buzzerbeater by GSU junior guard Jihad Ali in last
month’s game.
“This a payback game for us,” junior forward
Julius Wells said. “They beat us at the buzzer
down in Atlanta. So we’re just looking to play
some good defense, execute on offense and get
the win.”
Getting wins has not been a problem for the
streaking Dukes, but head coach Matt Brady
is using the conference-opening loss to reemphasize the fundamentals deemed essential to
victory.
“We learned that turnovers and poor defensive
play will hurt us,” Brady said. “Since that time
we’ve gotten better and played better defense,
certainly during the course of games we’ve been
more solid.”
A week after a 21-point blowout victory over
Radford University on Dec. 11, the Dukes overcame an early 18-4 deficit on the road at Big
East opponent University of South Florida to
win, 66-61, highlighted by senior forward Denzel Bowles’ 24 points.
A couple of days later, Bowles had a monstrous 34 points and 13 rebounds game against
Marshall University as the Dukes won again, 80-73.
see Men’s, page 14

women’s basketball

Facing another familar conference foe
Past two CAA champions —
 Drexel and JMU—will open double-header tonight in Convocation Center

By Colleen Hayes
The Breeze

dizziness,” JMU head coach Kenny
Brooks said. “They checked her out
and she had a concussion, which gave
us no time to prepare. It left a big void
in the middle because we really like to
go inside with her.”
Jimenez’s absence had a ripple effect
as the Lady Monarchs (9-5 overall, 3-0
in the Colonial Athletic Association)
stuffed the Dukes (9-6, 2-1) by maintaining the lead throughout the game
and playing stifling defense. The win
snapped the Dukes four-game winning

13

streak and issued them their first conference loss.
Old Dominion held JMU to just 28.4
While many JMU women’s basketball
percent shooting from the floor, a downfans know of Sunday’s 71-55 loss to confall from their 37.7 percent average for
ference rival Old Dominion University,
the season. Senior guard Dawn Evans,
what they might not be aware of is the
the nation’s leading scorer at 25.2 points
team began falling out of sync approxiper game, had an uncharacteristic night,
mately 12 hours beforehand.
being held to just 17 points and shooting
“We were dealt a blow when [senior
six for 26 from the floor, well below her
center] Lauren Jimenez came to me
personal averages.
at midnight on Saturday night and
For comparison, Evans posted 42
told me that she had a headache and
points against the University of Virginia
in the Dukes’ 82-80 victory on Dec. 20.
“It was one of those games I couldn’t
knock down shots and my teammates
couldn’t do it either,” Evans said.
Old Dominion shot 41 percent from
the field, and outrebounded the Dukes,
53-41, due in large part to Jimenez’s
absence underneath. The Monarchs,
who won the CAA crown from 1992 to
2008 consecutively, simply brought
more to the court, according to Brooks.
“They beat us in every aspect of the
game,” he said. “You look at those situations and you don’t dare burn the tape.
You use it as an inspiration from a motivational standpoint..“
Using this loss as motivation, the
Dukes are currently preparing for another CAA rival, as Drexel University (10-4,
2-1) comes to the Convocation Center
tonight. Both teams are consistently at
the top of the conference, with Drexel
taking the CAA championship in 2009
and JMU holding the title of reigning
champions.
Last season, the teams split wins, with
Drexel narrowly taking the first victory
on Jan. 3 by a score of 68-67 and JMU
winning 73-56 on Feb. 8.
The Dragons are led by senior guard
Jasmina Rosseel, who scored eight
points in the final two minutes of their
most recent victory to give Drexel a
59-56 win over the University of Delaware. Rosseel scores in a similar fashion
to Evans, garnering most of her points
from three-pointers and free throws. But
nate carden / file photo the point guard isn’t all JMU will be worrying about.
Senior guard Dawn Evans currently leads the nation in scoring with 25.2 points per
“Drexel has a motion offense that’s
pretty hard to defend because they have
game. Virginia Commonwealth University junior forward Courtney Hurt is in second
five people out and it leaves the court
with 24.3 ppg, proving the competitiveness of the CAA.

wide open,” Evans said.
Against Drexel, the crowd at the Convocation Center will be supporting the
Dukes for the first time since Dec. 5.
With school back in session, the team
relies on students and fans of all ages
to create an electric atmosphere. So far,
they have delivered in their five home
games while class has been in session.
“Our fan base is amazing here at JMU,
everyone seemed to have our back,”
Evans said following the loss to ODU. “If
the fans keep coming out to see us play
we will keep trying to perform for them.”
The Dukes are averaging 2,187 fans
per game. With the Convocation Center seating 7,156, both the women and
men’s teams can likely expect more seats
filled tonight as both are the first home
games since before the break.
JMU will host a double-header, with
the men taking on Georgia State University 30 minutes after the women’s game,
which starts at 6 p.m. This is the first time
since Feb. 13, 1988 this has occurred.
With potential for a packed house and
another competitive conference game,
pressure could easily mount. The Dukes
fully understand what is at stake.
“I think any game is a big game and
we definitely want to have pride and
protect our home court as much as possible, against Drexel or anyone,” senior
guard Courtney Hamner said.
Tonight’s game might be the Dukes’
biggest yet after Sunday’s deflating
defeat. With Drexel sitting third in the
conference and JMU in sixth, another
loss could make the road to defending
their title a tumultuous one.
Brooks echoed Hamner’s sentiments
about coming out with a win in a highly
competitive conference. With a spot at
the bottom of the CAA rankings looming over their heads, Brooks was frank
at Tuesday’s practice when asked what
the team needed to do against Drexel.
“Win.”
Contact Colleen Hayes at
breezesports@gmail.com.
Megan Harman and Desirae
Stevens contributed to the
reporting of this article.

Resounding
rookie
Former JMU star gets
early fame in NFL
By Michael Demsky
The Breeze

Sports are made up of moments that
define the athletes who make them happen, and it is only the most infamous
moments that fans hold closest to their
hearts and memories.
Players’ legacies are often built upon
just one moment, one play, whether it
is at the peak of their profession, in the
doldrums of defeat, or somewhere in
between. Think Bill Buckner, Christian
Laettner and David Tyree, for example.
Former JMU football player Arthur
Moats joined in those hallowed memories last month when he injured and
ended the record starts streak of NFL
legendary quarterback Brett Favre.
Even after Moats was drafted by the
Buffalo Bills in April, the JMU community is more conscious of him now than it
ever was during his four dominant years
in the purple and gold.
But when you chisel a face off the
NFL’s Mount Rushmore, that sort of
attention is sure to follow.
On Dec. 2, Moats’ issued a crushing
blow from behind that put Favre’s notso-spectacular descent into the fast lane.
The league’s all-time leader in touchdowns and passing yards was bitten by
a rookie and appeared as mortal as ever
squirming on the turf in front of millions.
Favre missed the Minnesota Vikings’
next game with a bum shoulder, snapping his Cal Ripken-esque streak at 297
straight starts, and he didn’t play again
until Dec. 20 when a concussion effectively ended his Hall of Fame career.
“At first, I wasn’t interested in whether or not he was going to play,” Moats
recently told The Breeze before returning to JMU’s campus. “I would never
want a guy not to play because I hurt
him. But when he decided not to play, it
really impacted my life as much as anyone’s because of the streak and the type
of player he is.”
What followed his tackle on Favre
was something Moats had never experienced nor expected in his first season
in the league: national media attention.
And after appearing on ESPN SportsCenter and being featured in the Wall Street
Journal, among other publications, he
has made a name for himself.
And while he is sure to be the answer
to trivia questions for the rest of his natural-born life, Moats can deal with it.
“It’s not every game you get to make
national news and everything like that,”
he said. “It was a cool experience, and I
won’t forget it.”
What Moats will not tolerate, however,
is being remembered simply for just that
one play, a moment in which another
player was injured.
“The next week against Cleveland, I
remember thinking, ‘Do I want one play
to define me for the rest of my career?’”
Moats said. “I don’t, and it makes me
want to be remembered for a great career
that much more.”
Moats followed the Favre spectacle
with his two best games of the season.
Against the Browns on Dec. 9, he had
four tackles, a sack and a forced fumble in terrorizing beleaguered opposing
quarterback Jake Delhomme. The
next Sunday, he notched five tackles
and another sack against the Miami
Dolphins.
His performance in each game earned
him one of five league-wide nominations
for NFL Rookie of the Week. Despite losing to a New England Patriot tight end
both times, Rob Gronkowski then Aaron
Hernandez, Moats was still humbled to
be in the running.
“It’s an honor to even be nominated
for that award, especially at this level,” he
said. “I was blessed with an opportunity
to start, which is rare as a late-round draft
pick, and I wanted to make the most of it.
I went out there to show the organization
I could perform at a high level and that I
was somebody to count on.”
Moats finished the season with 33
tackles, 2.5 sacks and a forced fumble.
Beginning the year playing primarily on
special teams, he worked his way into
the Bills’ starting lineup late in the season due to a string of injuries. In the final
four games, Moats posted an impressive
16 tackles and two sacks.
“From what I’ve heard, they liked
everything I was doing and how I was
improving.” Moats said. “Now I just got to
keep it up, get stronger and faster in the
offseason, and just keep getting better.”
Moats earned $320,000 as a rookie
and is scheduled to earn up to $1.6 million more in the final three years of his
contract. If he reaches certain incentives
based on playing time and other factors,
that number could feasibly go up. Following the expiration of his current deal,
Moats will be able to sign a new contract
that could put his wealth deep into the
millions, granted he gradually improves.
Moats has come a long way since his
days playing pick-up in his hometown of

see Moats, page 15
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men’s soccer

Sapong awaits Major League Soccer draft this week
By Colleen hayes
The Breeze

Do you get nervous thinking
about going from the CAA to the
MLS? I wasn’t too nervous because

JMU men’s soccer player C.J.
Sapong has been rated among
the top 30 prospects for the Major
League Soccer SuperDraft, round
one taking place today on ESPN,
by an MLS panel. The 2010 CAA
Player of the Year participated in
the MLS combine in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., from Jan. 8-11. A senior
forward, Sapong will be traveling
to Baltimore, Md., this weekend
to potentially be the third Duke
to enter the professional ranks,
following Kurt Morsink (‘07), of
D.C. United, and Nick Zimmerman
(‘09), of the Philadelphia Union.
Were you surprised to learn that
you were a top 30 prospect? I

was definitely surprised because
JMU isn’t such a well-known
school. We weren’t in the playoffs
or the tournament so I didn’t think
many coaches got to see me. But
I think I helped myself with my
first day’s performance. I just kept
moving and I think they saw that.

What were some of the skill tests
you performed at the combine?

We did a 40-yard dash, a vertical
jump and a five-10-five,which is a
drill that tests your quickness. But
besides that it was just scrimmages.

over the summer I got to play with
top talent from other conferences.
The part that made me nervous was
the 18 MLS franchises chilling on
the sidelines watching me, that was
more nerve-wracking than anything.
Is there a lesson that JMU
coach Tom Martin taught you
that you will take with you
into your professional career?

It would have to be his emphasis
on the mental aspect of the game. I
found myself frustrated a lot at JMU
because we weren’t winning or I
was double or triple-teamed. I just
have realized that’s the game and
it’s going to happen. Coach taught
me the way you respond to it is
how you will succeed as a player.
Is there a skill you would like to
improve on to become better at
the next level? I’m extra-critical of

myself as a player. I’m kind of a raw
talent, that is what I am guessing a
lot of coaches would say if they saw
me play. As far as technical skills, I
need to keep the ball closer to me
when I dribble, improving on my
shooting, knowing when I need to
check to the ball, I could basically
improve on every aspect of my game.

Is there a team in the MLS you
would like to play for? I didn’t even

think this was a possibility so I’m
fine wherever I go. But I don’t really
want to go to Toronto or somewhere
far. I feel like D.C. United would be
cool because it’s so close to home.
I would also be excited to play with
the New York Red Bulls because of
Thierry Henry, a player who I idolize.

Have you talked to any of your
fellow Dukes who are in the MLS?

I talked to Nick toward the end of the
season to get a feel for how these next
couple of weeks would go. I talked
to him and just figured out how the
combine goes and leading up to it
what I should do to prepare for it and
how it was right after he got drafted.
Do you have a favorite
Premier League team? The

Manchester United Red Devils.

Do you still plan to graduate in
May? We had a meeting with the

players union down in Florida and
they reiterated that we could definitely
still get our degree. There are plans
that they have for us to continue and
complete our courses. That was really
good to hear that they made sure their
players get a chance to get their degree.
Contact Colleen Hayes at
breezesports@gmail.com.

evan mcgrew / file photo

C.J. Sapong, known for his trademark backflip and speed, has had some professional
experience. Over the summer, he participated in the Player Development League
playing for the Reading United A.C.

Men’s | Dukes have a 13-3 record for first time since 1982-1983 season
from page 13

Sophomore forward Andrey
Semenov recorded his first
career double-double with 12
points and 10 rebounds off the
bench.
Brady has no concern that
Bowles’ big games will cause
him to lose focus as the season
progresses.
“The great thing about Denzel is that he really cares about
winning,” Brady said. “Since he’s
been here at JMU, and before at
[Texas] A&M, winning comes
first for Denzel, so he’s unconcerned about his own individual
statistics.”

The Dukes snapped Kent State
University’s 15-game home winning streak on New Year’s Eve,
60-51, by holding the Golden
Flash to 30 percent shooting. It
was KSU’s first home loss since
Jan. 10, 2010.
JMU then began the 2011 calendar year by defeating CAA foe
Northeastern
University, 75-69, behind
Wells’ school record-tying nine
three-pointers made.
“It was a great experience,”
Wells said. “I was in a slump
before going nine for 11, tying
the record and everything. So, I
put a lot of work in while school
was out, so just to see my shot

go in was a really good feeling.”
He finished the game with
a game high 28 points, but the
Dukes allowed the Huskies
to shoot 51 percent from the
field, which ruffled Brady, as
the game against Northeastern
began the full CAA schedule.
“We have to concern ourselves not with who’s scoring
but how well we’re defending,”
Brady said.
The team beat Towson University, 99-68, in its next game
to bring the streak to six wins.
Against the Tigers, JMU was led
by Semenov’s 20 points off the
bench.
Six Dukes scored in double

figures in last Saturday’s comeback win on the road over the
College of William & Mary,
8 4 - 7 9. S o p h o m o re g u a rd
Devon Moore scored eight of
the game’s last 16 points and
finished with zero turnovers.
The Dukes went on a 14-2 run
to close the game after trailing
by seven with just under three
and a half minutes left.
“It is good to know that you
have other players that can step
up and make a play at anytime
and being able to score and just
help us out,” Moore said.
In the midst of the sevengame winning streak, Brady still
pushes the team to be better.

“We’re not close to where we
can be in terms of our individual
and team potential,” Brady said.
“What I tell the team is while
we won some games, we have
not scratched the surface of the
team we can become.”
The win matched JMU’s
win total (13) from last season
through just 16 games. The team
boasts the best scoring offense
in the CAA at 73.8 points per
game. However, they are eighth
in the conference with 14.4 turnovers per game.
“That just comes in practice,”
Wells said. “Not turning the ball
over in practice transforms to
the game. If you focus on that

really hard in practice, you’ll get
better at it.”
On Saturday, JMU looks to
improve and extend their winning streak as they face CAA
opponent UNC Wilmington
(8-7, 2-2).
This will be the first Saturday night home game with the
students back on campus, giving JMU a true home-court
advantage.
“I hope the students will
come out in full form,” Wells
said. “They give us a lot of energy, they get us pumped up.”
contact Thomas Estes at
estesto@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Moats |After completing his debut season, Buffalo Bill returns for his degree
from page 13

Portsmouth, Va. After being
passed on by a slew of the
nation’s premier college football programs, Moats landed
in Harrisonburg in 2006 after a
decorated tenure at Churchland
High School.
In four years as a Duke, he
established himself as one of the

best players the university has
ever seen. His career culminated
with the Buck Buchanan Award
as the best defensive player in the
nation and a subsequent invite to
the NFL Combine, before hearing
his name called in the sixth round
of the NFL Draft.
“For me, if I can continue to
play well against great players,
maybe it will prove that I am

better than people thought I was
going into college or the draft,”
Moats said.
Unlike many professional
athletes, his abundance of motivation goes far beyond the field of
play. Making an impression in the
surrounding community is paramount to Moats, who was raised
on strong Christian family values.
“I’ve tried to do as much as I

can to give back here. Any time
there is a Play 60 event or another community appearance, I’ve
tried to get involved with that,”
he said, referring to the NFL’s
campaign to battle childhood
obesity. “I’ve been blessed with
an opportunity to influence kids’
lives and I don’t want that to go
to waste, so any chance I get I’m
jumping at it.”

Yearning to be a positive role
model above all else, Moats has
returned to JMU to complete his
degree in political science this
semester. He was forced to leave
JMU last spring in order to prepare for the draft and is just nine
credits away from graduating in
May.
At that point, Moats won’t
have to worry about sharing

his moment with anyone else.

Read the second part of the
series next Thursday for how
Moat’s first week back at JMU
went and more on the future
alum’s path to his diploma.
Contact Michael Demsky
at breezesports2@
gmail.com.

Dukes in the Spotlight
Year-end awards announced, students and coaches alike honored

C.J. Sapong

Teresa Rynier

Men’s Soccer

Alison Parris

Women’s Soccer

n Selected to
TopDrawerSoccer.com’s
Team of the Season,
as one of the top 11
players in the nation
n Named to the
College Soccer News
All-America Second
Team and the National
Soccer Coaches
Association of America
All-South Atlantic
Region First Team
n Shared the CAA
lead in goals (12)
and assists (nine)

n Named to the 2010
NSCAA/Performance
Subaru NCAA Division
I All-America Third
Team, determined by
the National Soccer
Coaches Association
of America
n She is the sixth Duke
in history to garner
such All-America honors
n Led the team in
goals (9) and assists
(13) this past season
n Set JMU and
conference records for
career assists with 53

n Finished JMU career
ranked fifth all-time
in points (95) and
seventh in goals (37)

n Completed her
career T-fourth on
JMU’s all-time points
list (93) and 13th on
the goals list (20)

Cross Country

Field Hockey

n Named the CAA cross
country Athlete of the
Year by the league’s
head coaches

n Named to the
University Division
All-State First
Team by VaSID

n Won the individual title
at the 2010 CAA Cross
Country Championship
with a time 20:23, the
second-fastest finish in
championship history
and a record for the
Wilmington, N.C. track

n Also named First Team
All-CAA, Longstreth/
NFHCA Second-Team
All-America and First
Team All-South Region.

n Won the individual
victory at the
Eastern College
Athletic Conference
Championship, which
earned her All-East
accolades and lead
JMU to the team title

1645 Reservoir St. Unit #140
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
(Next to Beach Bum Tanning)

540.568.1 877
(Phone in orders welcome)

JMU STUDENTS
10% off Any Order
Golden Bags

Amy Daniel

n Led the CAA in goals
with 19 and points with
47 this past season
n Her 47 points in
2010 is the 10th most
in school history
n Ranked seventh in
the CAA in shots
(73) and was sixth
in assists (nine)

Lauren Steinbrecher
Volleyball

Dave Rinker
Cross Country

n Selected as the
University Division
State Coach of the
Year as chosen by
the Virginia Sports
Information Directors
Association (VaSID)

n Named the CAA
cross country Coach
of the Year by his
fellow head coaches

n Also named co-CAA
Coach of the Year

n Led the Dukes to
their first conference
title in eight years

n In her first season as
head coach she led
the team to a 22-8
record and the second
seed at the Colonial
Athletic Association
Championship
n The Dukes’ 36.6
percent improvement
in win percentage
was the fourth-best
in the nation

n Won the award for the
sixth time in his career

n The team earned fifth
place at the NCAA
Southeast Regional,
its best finish ever,
and won the team
title at the ECAC
Championship for the
first time in nine years

Follow us on Twitter
@ breeze_sports
for live coverage of the Major League
Soccer SuperDraft today,
starting at noon to see if C.J. Sapong
enters the professional ranks.

$4.25

(Inari sushi with seaweed on the top)

Green Island

$4.50

(Tempura asparagus with cooked shrimp)

Spicy Crunch Crab

$5.25

(Crabmeat, avocado, crunch, & masago)

Eel Sandwich

$5.25

(Eel, avocado)

Fried Spicy Tuna
Golden Crown

$6.25
$6.25

(Spicy shrimp on top of Eel roll)

Snow White

$6.25

(Crunch, avocado with mayo crabmeat)

Mars

$7.25

(Tempura crab, cream cheese with crunch)

Bomb

$7.95

(Baked Tempura shrimp on top of Eel roll)

Eclipse

$7.95

(Tamago roll with Inari & avocado)

Wonder Wheel

$9.25

(spicy crab, cucumber with Tempura fish)

Sunset Roll

$9.55

(shrimp tempura roll with spicy crab & mango)

Peacock Roll
(shrimp tempura roll with eel & avacado)

$9.55

www.jmu.edu/recreation

540.568.8734
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Limited Time Offer!
Sign a Lease for 2011-2012

And Choose*

Xbox or

360

Digital
Camera
iPod
Nano
or

*Quantities Limited.
Given at Lease Approval.
Some Restrictions apply.

0
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Luxurious Pool

ON A FIRST FLOOR APARTMENT
HURRY – SPACES GOING FAST
extra 1/2 bath in common area + short distance to campus through the arboretum

GameRoom in
Clubhouse

Spacious 4 bed/
4 Bath Apartments
TEXT "SUNCHASE” TO 69302
FOR MORE INFORMATION

540.442.4496 | STONEGATEHOUSING.COM

-24 hour Fitness Center
-24 hour Business Center
-Spacious Clubhouse with gaming tables
-Internet/Cable included in rent and access
in each bedroom
-Pet Friendly
E-Leasing Also
-Best Bus Route
Available
Fan us on
Facebook!

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

roll out of bed
& onto campus

spaces are going fast
apply today

1/2 a mile from bed to class | new leather-style furniture package

jmstudenthousing.com
540.438.3835 | 869 Port rePublic rd
text thecommons to 47464

standard text rates aPPly
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Alumnus makes four-day ‘Jeopardy!’ run

By JEFF WADE
The Breeze

For many JMU graduates, the days
of being rewarded for asking questions
ends after leaving campus.
But that’s not the case for one alumnus, who has channeled his penchant
for knowing all the right answers into a
profitable three-day winning streak on
“Jeopardy!”
Dan Jensen, , graduated in 
with a marketing degree before receiving
his master’s in business administration
in . Jensen first appeared on the
“Jeopardy!” on Jan. . His run on the
show resulted in a three-day winning
streak with Jensen leaving the show with
$,.
Currently working as a sports bar manager in Reston, Va., Jensen had a peculiar
path to the show as his  “Jeopardy!”
appearance stemmed from a New Year’s
resolution from the year before.
“I had decided that I was going to try
and go on a game show,” Jensen said. “I
didn’t have one in mind but I was set on
doing it.”
Jensen’s initial indecisiveness faded
when he chose to draw upon his high
school academic team experience to aim
for a “Jeopardy!” appearance.
With a specific goal in mind, the
long and arduous process toward actual
acceptance for the show began.
The path to “Jeopardy!” begins with
a series of timed online tests designed to

PHOTO COURTESY OF ‘JEOPARDY!’ PRODUCTIONS

Dan Jensen, a 2004 graduate, said meeting Alex Trebek was one of his “wow” moments.

test basic knowledge. Jensen completed
his online assessments in January .
After a call-back, Jensen moved on
to participate in regional surveys where
mock “Jeopardy!” games are played.
Jensen’s event in May was only a short
trip to Washington, D.C. from his home
in Reston. The event is meant not only
test to knowledge but also for candidates’
television suitability.
Once again, he had to wait for
call-backs.
“I picked up the phone one night in
September and I had a message,” Jensen said. “They said they were from

‘Jeopardy!’ and congratulated me on
making the cut. I just went ‘What?’ ”
It sunk in that he would then have to
prepare.
Jensen spent the month between
his acceptance and the October taping
poring through reference books during
frequent library visits, targeting the subjects that appear most often.
“I picked up stuff I had no idea
about,” Jensen said. “I got ‘Shakespeare
for Dummies,’ world history, books on all
the presidents.”
Like many cramming study sessions
though, it met with mixed results.

“All those books on Shakespeare, and
he never came up,” he said. “But the very
last thing I studied in that world history
book was the French Revolution. There
was a whole category on that.”
Jensen is bound by contract not to
discuss the particulars of the games he
played, such as particular results or too
many of the clues he was presented. Such
violations would result in forfeiting any
winnings.
However, he was free to discuss anecdotes about provided trivia behind the
scenes aspects of the show.
“They have step stools behind the
podium to make everyone an even
height,” Jensen said.
Jensen said his highlights include
stepping on the “Jeopardy!” stage for the
first time, hearing long-time announcer
Johnny Gilbert’s signature “This is Jeopardy!” intro and of course, meeting host
Alex Trebek.
Jensen said he had several goals in
mind before appearing on the program.
He wanted to “sweep” a category by getting all of the questions on a given subject
right, as well as wager a true Daily Double, in which one bets double the amount
of money already gained.
These goals were met with mixed
success; Jensen never quite closed out a
category, but he did wager a true Daily
Double. Yet the large $, bet was
undone by a tricky question regarding
Simon Bolivar.
“In hindsight my goal should have

been to win a true Daily Double,” he said.
But the constant studying and numerous mock games had given him the
confidence for his third and final goal:
to win a game.
His first game was a tight three-way
race that lasted all the way to the finish.
Jensen won with $, total — a slim
$ lead over his closest opponent. The
second game aired Friday. It went more
smoothly, as he added an additional
$, to his total. His third game —
where that potentially disastrous Daily
Double occurred — saw him narrowly
win an additional $,, which brought
his three-day total to $, on Monday.
Jensen correctly answered the Final
Jeopardy question (with “What is Jackson Pollock?”) on Tuesday night, but he
didn’t have enough cash to overcome his
opponents. Jensen’s streak ended there,
and his third place finish netted him an
additional $,.
Jensen had plenty of advice for those
seeking to one day take on the big blue
clue board.
“It never hurts to study a little more
on amphibians,” he said with a laugh.
“The people that win study a little extra,
and they take it seriously, which is pretty
much the key.”
If anything is to be learned from
Jensen’s run, perhaps it’s this: It
always helps to ask more questions.
CONTACT Jeff Wade at
wadeja@dukes.jmu.edu.

JAMIE LOSE | keep the good times rolling

Putting the ‘X’ in exhausted: Senior takes on PX
College is mostly considered a
time to discover or reinvent yourself.
With all of the stupid clichés and
expectations of high school gone,
you traditionally
begin a four-year
transformation
into the ultimate
you.
Me? I waited
until my last
semester of
college. For
example, I
dyed my hair
dark brown within hours previous
to writing this. Really, I kinda look
like a Kardashian now. But the

transformation tool I am most excited
to use is the increasingly popular and
ominous PX work out system that’s
burning up the fad diet world.
My pal Tony, a -something
workout-aholic, lovingly encourages
me via DVD player to be as “X-treme”
as possible as he flexes his muscles
in a tank top that looks like it was
originally designed for toddlers.
According to Tony, being X-treme
includes outrageous tasks that I’m to
attempt over the course of the next 
days.
For those of you who are new to
PX, it comes with a set of  DVDs
illustrating - to -minute long
workouts. Most DVDs are designed for

one specific part of your body, but it
also includes a plyometrics workout,
yoga and the exotic sounding kenpo.
Why, you might ask, would I want to
look like a veiny, aging muscled male?
Let me tell you: three and a half years
of binge drinking, little sleep, late
night Chinese food and all-nighters
do something to a girl. Always on the
hunt for a quick fix to the disaster I do
to my body, Facebook brought me to
this conclusion.
Posted by a boy who went to high
school with me, I stumbled upon
his pictures from before and after
completing PX. They’re unreal. He
has always been attractive. But there
is no way that the average lifeguard

could suddenly become The Situation.
I swear his skin was tanner, and I bet
he lost all morals and inhibitions
along with the calories.
Thank God that Santa brought me
this gem of a workout plan. Twenty
minutes in, my fever spiked (or I was
entering cardiac arrest) and I stopped.
It’s absurd. During the process
you’re thinking, yeah, a few squats
here, an X-treme lunge there and then
you’re a superhero if you can still get
down steps at all — and that is just
after half of one workout.
The motivation to continue
dwindled after barely a full workout.
Sure, I’ve got my PX calendar
all prepared to graph my growth

and achievement. I may even have
purchased a Dyna-Band or two. But
to me, just  minutes with this raging
testosterone Tony guy seemed to be
enough of a work out for the next 
days.
But I shall follow you, Tony. Lead
me to the path of rippling abs and
sports bras that skinny girls run in.
I, too, want to be X-treme. With any
luck, in  days you guys will see a
freakishly fit and sexy, new Jamie Lose
wandering the Quad.
Jamie Lose is a senior media arts &
design major and a humor columnist
at The Breeze. Contact her at losejl@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Continued from page 11
Horror
movie:

Animated
movie:

‘The Human
Centipede’

‘Toy Story 3’

Released on June 28, Pixar’s “Toy
Story 3” features three new characters
in addition to the well-remembered
gang of Woody and Buzz Lightyear.
Introduced as villains at the Sunnyside
Daycare Center, the new toys include
Lotso, the big pink teddy bear; Big
Baby, a doll eerily missing a few body
parts; and Ken doll, Barbie’s perfect
counterpart. As in the previous two
movies, Woody takes command as the
toys work together in overcoming the
odds. Comedic scenes, including the
switch of Buzz Lightyear’s language
setting to Spanish mode, fulfill fan’s
expectations and have audience’s
laughing. At the end of the movie, a
more serious tone is found as Andy
gives his toys away to Bonnie, a little
girl from Sunnyside. Those who have
either sent kids off to school or left
home themselves are sure to feel a
sympathetic response from memories
of times spent with toys such as the
ones Andy lovingly passed on.

Less a movie than a 90-minute
test of endurance, “The
Human Centipede” lives and
dies by its squirm-inducing
premise. Chronicling three
souls unfortunate enough to
be kidnapped and surgically
attached to share the same
digestive system (use your
imagination), the film focuses
on their plight, being graphic
enough to highlight the disgusting
realities while leaving enough to
the imagination to suggest even
worse. The plot that surrounds
the central premise may be
mostly a miss, but the striking and
disturbing imagery is sure to stay
with viewers long after the queasy
feeling passes from one stomach
to the next.
— Jeff Wade

— Emily Winters

Photo courtesy of John Jaeger

The MRDs marched for two miles outside famous tourist attractions like the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square and Big Ben.
from front

Drama TV show:
‘The Walking Dead’
With a premiere among one of the
most tense and atmospheric television
episodes of recent memory, “The
Walking Dead” made quite the first
impression. It was a hook that sank its
teeth into viewers like a zombie bite,
providing Halloween scares into the
early winter. While the series suffered

Band | MRDs one of three college bands
to perform in 25th annual London parade

in places, it laid a foundation for a
full 13 episode season next year that
promises to introduce fan favorites
and plot points from the comic series,
while continuing to forge its own TV
identity.
— Jeff Wade

Let us know what you think at

breezejmu.org

that leads to London’s theatre district.
In a two-mile parade, the Dukes
passed famous tourist attractions,
such as the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square and Parliament Square’s
Big Ben tower.
Cory Schmitt, a junior music education, said the London parade was a
much shorter ordeal than the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade, where he
performed with the MRDs in 2008.
“We flew through London,” said
Schmitt, a trumpet section leader this
year. “At Macy’s it took several hours
and there was a lot of stop and go.”
At the Macy’s parade, Schmitt said
the band alternated between two
musical pieces more than 20 times,
whereas in London they only had to
alternate about 10 times.
“In London we were one of the first
bands to play, so it was a lot easier to
keep things going,” Schmitt added.
The two pieces played this year
were the theme song from the movie
“Robin Hood” and music from the
movie “Far and Away.”
Geraldine Fiesta, a junior English

major and clarinet player, also performed in both holiday parades.
Although Fiesta enjoyed performing at Macy’s, she said performing in
London was “even more exhilarating”
because she was visiting England for
the first time and performing to a larger audience.
For sophomore Michael Fakhari,
the group of spectators who crowded
London’s streets was the largest crowd
he had seen during a performance.
The most memorable experience for
the computer information systems
major was during a break period in
the route.
“While we were resting, a guy in the
crowd looked at me and said ‘way to
beat Tech,’ ” Fakhari said, referring
to JMU’s September win over Virginia Tech’s football team. “That just
pumped me up even more.”
Toward the 3 p.m. finale, the MRDs
performed their popular, upbeat
football tune, “Get it On,” during the
televised portion of the parade.
“The crowd really got excited when
we played ‘Get it On,’ ” Schmitt said.
“It’s a band favorite so it was cool to
show it to other people.”

In the days after the parade, all 275
band members traveled throughout
London and visited historic sites such
as Buckingham Palace, the London
Eye and St. Paul’s Cathedral. A group
of 120 parents and relatives of band
members and 30 band alumni also
toured the sites with the marching
band.
The band director considers traveling to international performances as
a win-win situation for both students
and the university.
“Not only does this provide our students with an important enrichment
opportunity as part of the college
experience, but it is also a great promotional tool for the university and
the Shenandoah Valley,” Rikkers said.
In the past, the MRDs have performed abroad in Monaco, Athens
and Dublin.
According to Rikkers, the band
will continue to make appearances abroad every three or four years
so each generation of members
can have the opportunity to travel.
Contact Malissa Watterson
at wattermm@dukes.jmu.edu.

Classifieds
CLASSROOM SPACE BY THE
HOUR 1,000sqft space available for your club meetings
classes rehearsals and workshops Mirrors wood floors
mats water cooler lots of parking near valley mall steve@
shergoldstudio.com (540)
434-1008

BARTENDING $300/DAY
POTENTIAL. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. TRAINING
AVAILABLE 1-800-965-6520
EXT212

DANCE LESSONS Dance Lessons Join Steve for heavy
salsa! or any other partner
dance styles Thursdays & Sundays by appointment. Partner
not necessary. Singles, couples
and groups welcome. Behind
Valley Mall (540) 434-1008 instructors@shergoldstudio.com

GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTORS
Harrisonburg Parks & Recreation is seeking gymnastics
instructors for Monday &
Wednesday afternoons. (540)
433-9168

ZUMBA FITNESS CLASS
Near Valley Mall Pulsating
Latin rhythms & red-hot international dance steps Join
certiifed instructor Summer
for a fun workout Sundays &
Thurs 4pm or Jessica Mondays
& Wednesdays at 5:45pm. $60
for 10 class card $8 drop-ins.
register.efitdance.com (540)
434-1008

AVALON WOODS TOWNHOUSE
2 Bedroom, 2.5 Bathroom, Furnished. JMU Bus Route near
Copper Beech. Pets ok. $900
a Month (757) 621-2272

BARTENDING CLASSES 2011
jiggersbartendingschool.com
flexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971

VINYL GRAPHICS INSTALLER
Experience plotting, cutting
and installing vinyl graphics
on vehicles and signs. Contract
position, occasional travel, exciting company, vbdgraphics.
com. Send resume and examples to vbdgraphicsjobs@
gmail.com.
MOTORSPORTS GRAPHIC
DESIGNER Contract position
creating designs for vehicles
in the motorsports industry.
See more at vbdgraphics.com.
Send resume and portfolio to
vbdgraphicsjobs@gmail.com.
FREE RENT! Student Workers
Needed ASAP! Work Part Time,
get FREE RENT! (540) 432-1001
SKYDIVE! One-day first jumps
from 13,500’ from 22-jumper twin
engine airplane. Gift Certificates!
www.skydiveorange.com (540)
943-6587
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